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October 21, 2013 
 
Ms. Charlotte Horn 
MC 205 
Office of Legal Services 
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality  
P.O. Box 13087 
Austin, Texas 78711-3087 
 
Re: Chapter 298- Environmental Flow Standards for Surface Water Rule Project 
Number 2013-009-298-OW 
 
Dear Ms. Horn: 
 
The National Wildlife Federation and the Lone Star Chapter of the Sierra Club 
(commenting parties) appreciate the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed 
rules for the development of environmental flow standards for the Brazos River and its 
associated bay and estuary system (Brazos), the Nueces River and Corpus Christi and 
Baffin Bays (Nueces), and the river basin and bay system consisting of the Rio Grande, 
Rio Grande estuary, and the Lower Laguna Madre (Rio Grande). For the past twelve 
years, our organizations have worked cooperatively with many federal, state, and local 
entities and stakeholders to strike an appropriate balance between water for the 
environment and human consumptive needs. We believe that finding such a balance in 
allocating our water resources is essential to sustaining the future health and economic 
well being of Texas and Texans.  
 
Our comments are arranged by Section Number of the proposed rules. Discussion and 
comments about language in the preamble that relates to a specific rule provision 
generally appears under the heading for the individual rule. Discussion and comments 
about preamble content is followed by specific discussion of the proposed rule and any 
recommended revisions to the proposed rules. As a general convention our 
recommendations for revisions to the proposed rule are indicated with our 
recommended additions shown with underlining and our recommended deletions 
shown with strikeout. We have omitted the underlining included in the rules as 
proposed. However, for additions of specific pulse flows at individual gages, our 
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recommendations are sometimes described in specific narrative form rather than in 
specific rule language or tables. 
 
The terms “expert science team” and “BBEST” are used interchangeably as are the 
terms “stakeholder committee” and “BBASC”.  
 

Subchapter F: Nueces River and Corpus Christi and Baffin Bays 
 
From an environmental perspective, there are certainly components of the BBASC 
recommendations that we wish were more protective. However, because we believe the BBASC 
report presents recommendations made as a result of meaningful dialogue and compromise by 
all stakeholders, we support the recommendations that are put forward in the Nueces BBASC 
report and urge TCEQ to implement those recommendations to the maximum extent possible.  

 
Section 298.405, Definitions. 
 
Section 298.405 (3), Modeled permitting frequency.  
This proposed definition is lacking in specificity. The definition fails to set any particular 
point of time for determining the baseline for the modeled permitting frequency. The 
modeled permitting frequency value changes as new water rights and amendments are 
added to the WAM. Unless some baseline condition is established in the definition or 
elsewhere in the rules, the rules will not clearly establish an inflow protection baseline. 
For example, in 30 TAC §298.305 (12), which is the definition of “modeled annual 
frequency” in Subchapter D, the definition incorporates a temporal baseline of “at the 
time the first water right application subject to this subchapter is processed.” A similar 
component is needed here.  
 
Section 298.405 (5) Nueces Delta. 
The proposed definition of the Nueces Delta is unduly narrow and inaccurate because it 
fails to acknowledge the important portions of the delta that are located along the 
Rincon Bayou and above the area where the Nueces River currently flows into the bay. 
That issue is discussed in the expert science team report at p. 2-13, which notes the 
important role of overflow channels at the Nueces River and at Rincon Bayou in allowing 
more water to flow directly into the delta. Indeed, that discussion acknowledges that 
the “Nueces River currently flows along the southern edge of the Nueces Delta complex 
and empties directly into Nueces Bay away from the delta.” The definition should be 
expanded to acknowledge that the “Nueces Delta is a complex array of channels, pools, 
marshes and tidal flats of approximately 20,000 acres in size in the upper end of Nueces 
Bay that lies generally to the north of the Nueces River and includes areas receiving 
inflows from the Rincon Bayou and overflow channels from the river.” 
 
Section 298.405 (7), Sound ecological environment.  
This proposed definition (Sound ecological environment--maintains, to some reasonable 
level, the physical, chemical, and biological attributes and processes of the natural 
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system.) is so general that it is basically meaningless. By failing to adopt a meaningful 
definition, the commission fails to comply with the statutory directive of Section 
11.1471 (a)(1). That definition does not match the definition adopted by the expert 
science team which found that “an acceptably sound ecological environment is where 
the flow regime maintains important physical, chemical, and biological characteristics of 
a water body as well as the native species dependent on these characteristics.”1 The 
preamble discussion indicates that the definition “is based on the definition 
recommended by the stakeholders.” 
 
We were unable to find such a recommendation from the stakeholder committee. The 
stakeholder committee did discuss, at length, the findings of the expert science team 
that the Nueces Bay and Delta is an unsound ecological environment. The stakeholders, 
in fact, described the desire to “return” the Nueces Bay and Delta to a previous 
ecological condition: “The goal of the Nueces BBASC with regard to the Nueces Bay and 
Delta is to return the Nueces Bay and Delta to ecological conditions existing prior to 
construction of Choke Canyon Reservoir…” subject to limitations related to protecting 
existing water rights. The commenting parties urge the commission to adopt a definition 
that matches the definition developed by the expert science team and acknowledged by 
the stakeholder committee. 
  
Section 298.405 (10), Target volume. 
 The proposed definition indicates that the volumes are used for the sole purpose of 
providing additional inflows through strategies. However, the Target volumes play a 
critical role in the determination of changes in modeled permitting frequencies pursuant 
to Section 298.430 and unless they are used in that context the proposed rules don’t 
provide any inflow protection. The definition should be revised to provide “volumes of 
freshwater inflows specified in Section 298.430 (a)(3) which are used for the sole 
purpose of protecting inflows for the Nueces Bay and Delta and providing additional 
freshwater inflows to Nueces Bay and Delta through voluntary strategies.”   
 
Section 298.410, Findings. 
 
Section 298.410 (a), as proposed, includes a finding that the “The Nueces River and its 
associated tributaries, tributaries in the Nueces Rio Grande Coastal Basin, and Corpus 
Christi and Baffin Bays are substantially sound ecological environments.” As discussed 
further below, that finding is unjustified and unsupported. As found by the expert 
science team, and generally acknowledged by the stakeholder committee, the Nueces 
Bay portion of the system is unsound. 
 
Section 298.410 (c), as proposed, includes the following additional findings regarding 
the Nueces Bay and Delta: 

                                                        
1 Environmental Flows Recommendation Report, Nueces River and Corpus Christi and Baffin Bays 
Basin and Bay Expert Science Team, Oct. 2011, at p. 1-5. 
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 “(c) For Nueces Bay and Nueces Delta, the commission finds that the freshwater 
inflow standards in this subchapter are appropriate environmental flow 
standards that are adequate to support a sound ecological environment to the 
maximum extent reasonable considering other public interests and other 
relevant factors. The existing ecological condition of Nueces Bay and Nueces 
Delta may be improved, but will not be diminished, by the freshwater inflow 
standards in this subchapter.” 

 
Those proposed findings also are unjustified and unsupported. The commission has 
provided no basis for those findings. The proposed flow standards are not adequate to 
support a sound ecological environment and the failure to do so is not justified by other 
considerations and the commission certainly has not provided adequate justification in 
the proposed rules. The proposed standards are arbitrary and fail to provide even close 
to the level of protection recommended by the expert science team or the reduced level 
of protection recommended by the stakeholder committee. The contention that the 
standards may improve and will not diminish existing ecological conditions is wholly 
without merit. The proposed standards expressly allow for additional reductions in 
freshwater inflows and in the frequency of meeting the inflow amounts identified as 
appropriate to support a sound ecological environment.  
 
§298.410 (a) 
The proposed Definitions establish, as is only reasonable, that the Nueces Bay and 
Nueces Delta are portions of the Corpus Christi Bay system. With respect to Nueces Bay 
and Nueces Delta, this proposed finding is contrary to the determinations made by the 
expert science team and the stakeholder committee and is unsupported. In addition, as 
noted above, the proposed definition of sound ecological environment is inadequate 
and inconsistent with those adopted by the expert science team and the Science 
Advisory Committee. It is not supported by any determination of the stakeholder 
committee. 
 
The stakeholders, in fact, described the desire to “return” the Nueces Bay and Delta to a 
previous ecological condition:  

“The goal of the Nueces BBASC with regard to the Nueces Bay and Delta is to 
return the Nueces Bay and Delta to ecological conditions existing prior to 
construction of Choke Canyon Reservoir…” (emphasis added) 

The Nueces BBASC by using the word “return” recognized that the Nueces Bay and 
Nueces Delta are not currently a sound ecological environment satisfactory to the 
stakeholder committee. Thus, it is unclear what basis the commission is claiming for its 
proposed definition or for this proposed finding. As it relates to the Nueces Bay and 
Delta, the finding is not supported, and is actually contradicted, by the findings of the 
Nueces BBEST and the goal set by the Nueces BBASC. Accordingly, the proposed text 
should be revised to omit the Nueces Bay and Nueces Delta from the finding of a sound 
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ecological environment and to acknowledge that those areas currently do not support a 
sound ecological environment. 
 
§298.410 (c) 
The proposed rule provides: 

“(c) For Nueces Bay and Nueces Delta, the commission finds that the freshwater 
inflow standards in this subchapter are appropriate environmental flow 
standards that are adequate to support a sound ecological environment to the 
maximum extent reasonable considering other public interests and other 
relevant factors. The existing ecological condition of Nueces Bay and Nueces 
Delta may be improved, but will not be diminished, by the freshwater inflow 
standards in this subchapter.” 

This finding is wholly unjustified. It is directly inconsistent with the determinations of 
both the BBEST and the BBASC. The BBASC goal statement includes similar language but 
is based on dramatically different recommended freshwater inflow standards: 

“The goal of the Nueces BBASC with regard to the Nueces Bay and Delta is to 
return the Nueces Bay and Delta to ecological conditions existing prior to 
construction of Choke Canyon Reservoir to the extent possible while preserving 
existing water rights and yield of the reservoir system. To this end, the Nueces 
BBASC will recommend instream flow and estuary inflow regimes that may 
improve the existing ecological condition of the Nueces Bay and Delta, but will 
not diminish its existing condition, and will set forth, in its Work Plan, strategies 
to enhance its ecological condition.” (emphasis added)  

The BBASC did recommend inflow regimes designed to avoid any diminishment of 
existing conditions, but the commission’s proposed standards provide no such 
protection. In fact, the proposed standards explicitly allow substantial diminishment 
below existing conditions. Because the approach taken by the commission in proposing 
flow standards does not include a table of actual protected inflow frequencies, it is 
necessary to generate those values in order to allow a comparison.  
 
To demonstrate the inflow regime being proposed by the Commission requires use of 
the Nueces River Basin water availability model (WAM) as was posted by TCEQ at the 
time of publication of the proposed rules themselves. We acknowledge that the precise 
values may change slightly over time with changes to the WAM, but these values 
provide a reasonable portrayal of the levels of protection under current conditions 
based on full exercise of existing water rights. Instead of producing a table containing 
both the protected inflow volumes and attainment frequencies for permitting, the 
proposed rules posit a set of seasonal and annual “target volumes” in Figure: 30 TAC 
§298.430(a)(3). The accompanying attainment frequencies are described in a narrative 
fashion based on developing “modeled permitting frequencies” using the Nueces River 
Basin WAM and allowing certain departures from those frequencies as described in 
§298.430 (a) (1), (2), and (3).   
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Using the posted Nueces River Basin WAM made available by the commission as the 
version having been used in its evaluation, the commenting parties generated the 
modeled permit frequencies with the volumes stipulated in Figure: 30 TAC 
§298.430(a)(3). [Supporting information in the form of an Excel file is being provided 
with these comments.]. These attainment frequencies are calculated with inflows 
determined by the Nueces River Basin WAM at the location know as “CPEST”. This is the 
most downstream point in the WAM and inflows are slightly higher than at the point 
“CPBAY”, which arguably would be a closer representation of inflows to the Nueces Bay 
and Delta (see comments elsewhere on need for geographic specificity). Had we used 
the point CPBAY, the attainment frequencies in Tables 1 would have been potentially 
lower.  
 
 Table 1 - The calculated values for ‘modeled permit frequencies’ generated using the 
posted Nueces River Basin WAM (full exercise of existing rights). 

 
 
The narrative in §298.430 (a) (1), (2), and (3) describes allowable declines from the 
calculated frequencies as 50% for Level 1, 25% for Level 2, and 10% for Level 3. Applying 
those allowable declines to the frequencies in Table 1 allows us to generate the 
following table of volumes and associated attainment frequencies that represent 
allowable declines in inflows just at the limits of those impairment levels or declines.  
 

Inflow 

Regime

Target Volume 

November - 

February

Target Volume 

March - June

Target Volume 

July  - October

Target Volume 

Annual Inflow 

Target

 125000 af  250000 af  37 5000 af  7 50000 af 

 (0.8%)  (1 .2%)  (2%)  (6%) 

 22000 af  88000 af  56000 af  166000 af 

 (7 %)  (3%)  (10%)  (29%) 

 5000 af  10000 af  15000 af  30000 af 

 (24%)  (27 %)  (25%)  (81%) 

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3
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Table 2 - The values for acceptable declines in ‘modeled permit frequencies’ at the 
limits of ‘impairment’ as in the proposed rules. Values generated using the posted 
Nueces River Basin WAM (full exercise of existing rights) and declines allowed by 
proposed rule. 

 
note: some values do not appear to conform strictly to the acceptable declines 
described in §298.430 (a) (1), (2), and (3) due to rounding. 
 
The inflow recommendations of the Nueces BBASC are reproduced in Table 3. 
 
Table 3 - The inflow regime of volumes and attainment frequency goals as 
recommended by the Nueces BBASC. 

 
 
By comparing the values in Tables 2 and 3, it is clear that there are immense differences 
between the attainment frequencies recommended by the Nueces BBASC and those 
embodied within the narrative of the proposed rules. The commenting parties 
acknowledge that the values in Table 3 do not assume full exercise of existing rights. 
Instead, they assume that certain “safe yield” management approaches are continued, 
with moderate increases in current diversions or use. The proposed allowable 
reductions in attainment frequency below current permits, as set out in proposed 
Section 298.430(a)(1)-(3), are fundamentally inconsistent with those stakeholder 
committee recommendations. They are also inconsistent with the commission’s 

Inflow 

Regime

Target Volume 

November - 

February

Target Volume 

March - June

Target Volume 

July  - October

Target Volume 

Annual Inflow 

Target

 125000 af  250000 af  37 5000 af  7 50000 af 

 (0.4%)  (0.6%)  (1%)  (3%) 

 22000 af  88000 af  56000 af  166000 af 

 (5%)  (2%)  (7 %)  (21%) 

 5000 af  10000 af  15000 af  30000 af 

 (21%)  (25%)  (23%)  (7 3%) 

Level 3

Level 1

Level 2

Inflow 

Regime

Target Volume 

November - 

February

Target Volume 

March - June

Target Volume 

July  - October

Target Volume 

Annual Inflow 

Target

 125000 af  250000 af  37 5000 af  7 50000 af 

 (11%)  (11%)  (12%)  (16%) 

 22000 af  88000 af  56000 af  166000 af 

 (23%)  (30%)  (40%)  (47 %) 

 5000 af  10000 af  15000 af  30000 af 

 (69%)  (88%)  (7 4%)  (95%) 

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3
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responsibilities pursuant to Section 11.1471 (a)(1) because they further undermine the 
currently unsound ecological environment of the Nueces Bay and Nueces Delta, which is 
not justified. 
 
The Nueces BBEST, in their Table 4.5.1, presented recent period (1983-2009) and pre 
Choke-Canyon Reservoir (1941-82) annual inflow frequencies as reproduced here in 
Table 4. 
 
Table 4 - Historical inflow level attainment frequencies for the Nueces Bay and Delta 
as presented in the Nueces BBEST report. 

 
 
The low inflow frequencies of the recent period were central in the Nueces BBEST’s 
determination that the Nueces Bay and Delta are an unsound ecological environment. 
That is, the BBEST determined, with those inflow attainment frequencies, the ecological 
environment in Nueces Bay and Nueces Delta is unsound. 
 
The Nueces BBEST found (page 1-5 ):  

“After an extensive review and analysis of comprehensive data sets that exists 
for the Nueces Estuary system, the BBEST reached consensus that the Nueces 
Bay and Delta region is an unsound ecological environment. This conclusion was 
based on the substantial alterations in freshwater reaching the bay and delta 
which have led to a failure to sustain a healthy complement of native species 
and its associated beneficial physical processes.” 

 
The Nueces BBASC’s recommended attainment frequencies (Table 3) of 16%, 47%, 95% 
for Level 1, 2, and 3 annual inflow volumes, respectively, are slightly higher than the 
corresponding recent period (1983-2009) values of 15%, 44%, and 85% determined by 
the BBEST. As the Nueces BBASC stated, their inflow regime strives to ‘return’ to a pre-
Choke Canyon condition and “may improve the existing ecological condition of the 
Nueces Bay and Delta.” 
 

Inflow 

Regime

 Annual Inflow Target and 

historical attainments 

1941-1982

 Annual Inflow Target and 

historical attainments

 1983-2009

 7 50000 af  7 50000 af 

 (26%)  (15%) 

 166000 af  166000 af 

 (81%)  (44%) 

 30000 af  30000 af 

 (100%)  (85%) 

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3
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By contrast, the 3%, 21%, and 73% attainment frequencies for Level 1, 2, and 3 annual 
inflow volumes, respectively, that are allowable under the proposed rules (annual 
values, Table 2) are far below the recent period (1983-2009) values of 15%, 44%, and 
85% determined inadequate by the BBEST. Those recent period attainment frequencies 
were the foundation of the Nueces BBEST’s determination that the Nueces Bay and 
Delta are an unsound ecological environment. That is, even with those levels of inflows, 
those areas exhibit an unsound ecological environment. Thus, the contention in the 
proposed rules that “the existing ecological condition of Nueces Bay and Nueces Delta 
may be improved, but will not be diminished, by the freshwater inflow standards” of the 
proposed rules is erroneous. The absolute minimum level of protection that could be 
justified would be for the rules to avoid any further reduction in attainment frequencies 
by not authorizing any reductions below the current modeled permit frequencies, 
represented by Table 1 values. 
 
By proposing to allow such reductions even for an already unsound ecological 
environment, the commission seems to be taking the position that it is unwilling to ever 
stop granting new water rights permits as long as there is any unappropriated water, 
and regardless of the impacts to the environment and to the economic activities that 
are dependent on a sound ecological environment. That proposal also is inconsistent 
with the recommendations of the BBEST and of the BBASC, which took a long, hard look 
before recommending what it considered an appropriate balance between 
environmental protection and competing human uses and other factors. 
 
The commission also fails to provide any rationale, explanation, or justification for the 
chosen percentage declines in attainment frequency for the target volumes for the 
various levels. Nor is the apparent decision to allow all seasonal and annual values to 
decline by the same value for any given level explained or justified.  
 
30 TAC §298.425. Schedule of Flow Quantities 
Section 298.425 (d) High flow pulses 
Section 298.425 (d)(5). The proposed language should be revised to provide a more 
generally applicable description of satisfaction of smaller pulses by larger pulses and to 
make it more clear that it is limited to a particular season. Accordingly, the proposed 
language should be revised as follows:  
“If a pulse flow requirement for a medium or larger seasonal pulse or an annual pulse is 
satisfied during for a particular season or year, one of each of the applicable smaller pulse 
requirements for that same season is also considered to be satisfied.” 

 
Lack of protections for overbank flows must be remedied 
The commission includes the following statement explaining why protections for 
overbank flows were not included in the rule: 

“The commission acknowledges that overbank flows are considered to be a 
component of a flow regime for a sound ecological environment. However, these 
flows result from naturally occurring large rainfall events, which will likely 
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continue to occur. Therefore, the commission is not including overbank flows as 
a component of the proposed standards.” 
 

It is unclear from the language whether the commission is stating that it believes 
naturally occurring large rainfall events are likely to continue, or if instead, it believe 
that overbank flows are likely to continue because they result from large rainfall events. 
However this statement is interpreted, the resulting statement that “the commission is 
not including overbank flows as a component of the proposed standards” lacks sound 
justification. Overbank flows will continue to occur only in the absence of diversions or 
structures that are capable of drawing down or impounding flows to the extent that 
they are no longer an overbank flow, but instead a lesser flow. In fact, all flows result 
from naturally occurring rainfall events, but pulse events will only continue to occur in 
the future if the rains continue and if permits are not granted that would diminish the 
pulses below the levels at which they perform critical functions. The proposed rules can 
play a critical role in determining if such permits will be issued and if overbank flows will 
continue to occur.  
 
Additionally, there is the potential for multiple permits having a compounding effect in 
reducing the size of overbank flows. Add up a few large diversions as an overbank flow 
works its way downstream, and soon the overbank is reduced to a much smaller flow 
that doesn’t bring with it the flow regime benefits of an overbank flow.    
Overbank flows provide a critically important component of a flow regime. The Nueces 
BBEST report notes:  

“Available hydrologic, biological, geomorphologic, riparian vegetation data, and 
professional judgment suggest that recommended overbank flows will provide 
high flows exceeding channel capacity, life phase cues for organisms, riparian 
vegetation diversity maintenance, conditions conducive to seedling 
development, floodplain connectivity, lateral channel movement, floodplain 
maintenance, recharge of floodplain water tables, flushing of organic material 
into the channel, nutrient deposition in the floodplain, and restoration of water 
quality in isolated floodplain water bodies as necessary for long-term support of 
a sound ecological environment. These recommended overbank flow rates and 
cumulative volumes and durations for episodic events occur with typical 
frequencies ranging from two per year to one per five years.”2  
 

We urge the commission to include protections for overbank flows to the maximum 
extent possible. 
 
High flow pulses with durations in excess of 30 days should not be excluded. 
The proposed rules omit all pulses recommended by the BBASC that have a duration 
longer than 30 days. We recognize that longer-lasting pulses present a modeling 
challenge when working with WAMS that have a one-month time step and may limit 

                                                        
2 Nueces BBEST Recommendations Report, Section 6.1.5, pg 6-23.  
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diversions for extended periods. However, considering the unique and vital role high 
flow pulses play in providing for a sound ecological environment, the commission must 
provide for the protection of key aspects of the functions played by these larger pulses 
that are a key factor for the natural environment. The Nueces River basin is notably dry 
and very flashy in nature. As a result, there is an increased importance for the role of 
pulses within this system, big and small, which is reflected in the instream flow 
recommendations of both the BBEST and the BBASC. As set out below, we request that 
the commission reduce the duration of high flow pulses with a recommended duration 
of more than 30 days down to 30 days. That reduction would still preserve key functions 
of those pulses while avoiding some of the complications caused by protecting pulses 
for such long durations. Because the durations were established based on the upper 
bounds of historical record, reducing the durations will still preserve the full function of 
many of the historical pulses that fit into this category.   
 
Protection for smaller sized high flow pulses must be included. 
Many of the smaller pulses that were recommended by stakeholders are not included in 
the proposed rule. We understand, from discussions with TCEQ staff, that the rationale 
for not including the pulses is that they were close in size to base flow values. However, 
the difference in flow levels between those omitted pulses and base flows is highly 
variable. In many cases, pulses with peak flows significantly larger than applicable base 
flows were omitted from the proposed rules. Additionally, because so many of the 
streams in this basin are quite flashy, they may experience subsistence flow levels or 
flows below base flows for extended periods. Protecting smaller-sized base flows may 
provide important benefits to help interrupt such conditions and reset stream water 
quality and habitat. The Nueces BBEST report notes that: 

“…recommended pulses will provide high in-channel flows of varying durations, 
recruitment events for organisms, lateral connectivity, channel and substrate 
maintenance, limitation of riparian vegetation encroachment, and inchannel 
water quality restoration after prolonged low flow periods as necessary for long-
term support of a sound ecological environment.”3  
 

Often these smaller-sized high flow pulses, rather than base flows as in some of Texas’ 
other basins, provide the life-sustaining flows within this system. With all the ecological 
benefits that pulse flows provide, better protection than is provided in the proposed 
rules for pulse flows is critically important to protection of a sound ecological 
environment. Location-specific comments about the need to include additional pulse 
flow protections are included below. 
 
The commission has failed to provide a reasoned justification for its failure to include 
protection for the recommended pulses. 
 
30 TAC §298.430. Environmental Flow Standards 

                                                        
3 Nueces BBEST Recommendations Report, Section 6.1.4, pg 6-22. 
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Section 298.430(a). As discussed above, no allowance should be made for impairing 
modeled permitting frequency of any inflow regime. Accordingly, the last sentence of 
this subsection should be revised to read as follows: “For purposes of this subsection, 
impairment would occur if the granting of the application, when considered in 
combination with any authorizations subject to this subchapter, which were issued prior 
to this the application under consideration, would impair the modeled permitting 
frequency of any inflow regime by more than the values set out in paragraph (3)(A)-(C) 
of this subsection.”  
 
Section 298.430 (a)(1). This provision describes calculations “ at the point in the water 
availability model which represents inflows to Nueces Bay and Nueces Delta.” This is in 
accord with the Nueces BBEST which “recommends that compliance with these 
recommended freshwater inflow volumes can be assessed by accounting for all 
freshwater inflows to Nueces Bay including gaged streamflow at Calallen.” 
 
Currently, we believe that in the Nueces River Basin WAM, this point is called CPBAY. It 
is not the most downstream point in the WAM however and some ambiguity is possible.  
Some clarification of the appropriate geographic point is needed.  
 
Section 298.430 (a)(2). This language should be deleted in its entirety. 
 
Section 298.430(a)(3).  
Figure: 30 TAC § 298.430(a)(3). We do support, and appreciate, the inclusion of target 
frequencies for strategies The Target Frequencies proposed here do not conform to 
TCEQ’s earlier practice of rule making for the Colorado-Lavaca and Guadalupe-San 
Antonio River Basins. In those previous basins Target Frequencies were set at the levels 
recommended by the respective Science Teams, whereas these Nueces values are set at 
the Nueces BBASC levels. The BBASC proposed these levels as permitting criteria. More 
aggressive target frequencies are needed for the purpose of informing voluntary 
strategies. We suggest the use of the target frequencies established by the BBEST. 
 
Section 298.430(a)(3)(A)-(C). As discussed above, no decrease in modeled permitting 
frequency should be allowed for these levels. Accordingly, the language should be 
modified as follows: 

(A) The modeled permitting frequencies for the target volumes for Level 1, as described 
in the figure located in paragraph (3) of this subsection, and calculated as a percentage 
of total months or years, as applicable, shall not be decreased by more than 50%.  
(B) The modeled permitting frequencies for the target volumes for Level 2, as described 
in the figure located in paragraph (3) of this subsection, and calculated as a percentage 
of total months or years, as applicable, shall not be decreased by more than 25%.  
(C) The modeled permitting frequencies for the target volumes for Level 3, as described 
in the figure located in paragraph (3) of this subsection, and calculated as a percentage 
of total months or years, as applicable, shall not be decreased by more than 10%. 
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Section 298.430 (b): This language should be revised to avoid any limitation on the 
method for implementing voluntary strategies. If the strategy has been implemented 
through any means, a water right application should not be allowed to impair it. We 
recommend that this provision be revised to read as follows: 
 

“To the extent that strategies are implemented through a water rights permit or 
amendment to help meet the freshwater inflow standards for Nueces Bay and 
Delta, a water right application in the Nueces River Basin, which increases the 
amount of water authorized to be stored, taken or diverted as described in 
§298.10 of this title, shall not reduce the modeled permitting frequency for any 
inflow regime level, listed in the figure located in subsection (a)(3) of this section, 
below the level that would occur with the permitted strategy or strategies in 
place.”  

 
§298.430(c)(1), Nueces River at Laguna 
 
The commission omitted, among others, these two high flow pulses recommended by 
the BBEST and BBASC from the proposed rules: 

 
Qp:  2,200 cfs with average frequency of 1 per year 
Regressed volume is 18,400 
Duration Bound is 46 
 
Qp: 4,750 cfs with Average Frequency 1 per 2 years 
Regressed Volume is 38,600 
Duration Bound is 64 

 
We recommend that these two high flow pulses be included in the rule, but with 
duration reduced to 30 days as set out below:   

 
Trigger:  2,200 cfs  
Volume: 18,400 acre-feet 
Duration: 30 days 
Frequency: 1 per year 
 
Trigger: 4,750 cfs  
Volume: 38,600 acre-feet 
Duration: 30 days 
Frequency: 1 per 2 years 

 
§298.430(c)(2), West Nueces River near Bracketville 
 
The commission omitted, among others, these three high flow pulses recommended by 
the BBEST and BBASC from the proposed rules: 
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Qp: 1,020 cfs with Average Frequency 1 per year 
Regressed Volume is 4,810 
Duration Bound is 31 
 
Qp: 4,090 cfs with Average Frequency 1 per 2 years 
Regressed Volume is 16,200 
Duration Bound is 40 
 
Qp: 11,200 cfs with Average Frequency 1 per 5 years 
Regressed Volume is 39,200 
Duration Bound is 48 
 

We recommend that two of these three high flow pulses be included in the rule, 
but with duration reduced to 30 days as below:   
 

Trigger: 1,020 cfs  
Volume: 4,810 acre-feet 
Duration: 30 days 
Frequency: 1 per year 
 
Trigger: 4,090 cfs  
Volume: 16,200 acre-feet 
Duration: 30 days 
Frequency: 1 per 2 years 
 
 

§298.430(c)(3), Nueces River Below Uvalde 
 
The commission omitted, among others, these two high flow pulses recommended by 
the BBEST and BBASC from the proposed rules: 
 
Qp: 2,550 cfs with Average Frequency 1 per year 
Regressed Volume is 19,500 
Duration Bound is 49 
 
Qp: 6,920 cfs with Average Frequency 1 per 2 years 
Regressed Volume is 57,100 
Duration Bound is 73 
 
We recommend that these high flow pulses be included in the rule, but with duration 
reduced to 30 days as below:  
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 Trigger: 2,550 cfs  
 Volume: 19,500 acre-feet 
 Duration: 30 days 

Frequency: 1 per year 
 
 Trigger: 6,920 cfs  
 Volume: 57,100 acre-feet 
 Duration: 30 days 
 Frequency: 1 per 2 years 

 
 
§298.430(c)(6), Frio River at Concan 
The commission omitted, among others, these three high flow pulses recommended by 
the BBEST and BBASC from the proposed rules:  
 
Qp: 1,780 cfs with Average Frequency 1 per year 
Regressed Volume is 14,300 
Duration Bound is 45 
 
Qp: 4,870 cfs with Average Frequency 1 per 2 years 
Regressed Volume is 41,700 
Duration Bound is 76  
 
Qp: 8,860 cfs with Average Frequency 1 per 5 years 
Regressed Volume is 79,000 
Duration Bound is 104 
 
We recommend that two of these three high flow pulses be included in the rule, but 
with duration reduced to 30days as below:   
 

Trigger: 1,780 cfs  
Volume: 14,300 acre-feet 
Duration: 30 days 
Frequency: 1 per year 
 
Trigger: 4,870 cfs  
Volume: 41,700 acre-feet 
Duration: 30 days  
Frequency: 1 per 2 years 
 

§298.430(c)(7), Dry Frio River near Reagan Wells 
The commission omitted, among others, these three high flow pulses recommended by 
the BBEST and BBASC from the proposed rules:  
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Qp: 540 cfs with Average Frequency 1 per year 
Regressed Volume is 4,660 
Duration Bound is 38 
 
Qp: 1,700 cfs with Average Frequency 1 per 2 years 
Regressed Volume is 15,300 
Duration Bound is 64 
 
Qp: 2,970 cfs with Average Frequency 1 per 5 years 
Regressed Volume is 27,200 
Duration Bound is 82 
 
We recommend that two of these three high flow pulses be included in the rule, but 
with duration reduced to 30days as below: 
   

Trigger: 540 cfs  
Volume: 4,660 acre-feet 
Duration: 30 days 
Frequency: 1 per year 
 
Trigger: 1,700 cfs 
Volume: 15,300 acre-feet 
Duration: 30 days 
Frequency: 1 per 2 years 
 

§298.430(c)(8), Sabinal River near Sabinal 
The commission omitted, among others, these three high flow pulses recommended by 
the BBEST and BBASC from the proposed rules:  
 
Qp: 1,020 cfs with Average Frequency 1 per year 
Regressed Volume is 8,290 
Duration Bound is 38 
 
Qp: 2,350 cfs with Average Frequency 1 per 2 years 
Regressed Volume is 20,000 
Duration Bound is 54 
 
Qp: 5,200 cfs with Average Frequency 1 per 5 years 
Regressed Volume is 46,200 
Duration Bound is 75 
 
We recommend that two of these three high flow pulses be included in the rule, but 
with duration reduced to 30days as below: 
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Trigger: 1,020 cfs  
Volume: 8,290 acre-feet 
Duration: 30 days 
Frequency: 1 per year 
 
Trigger: 2,350 cfs  
Volume: 20,000 acre-feet 
Duration: 30 days 
Frequency: 1 per 2 years 
 

 
§298.430(c)(10), Hondo Creek near Tarpley 
The commission omitted numerous pulses that were recommended by the BBASC and 
the BBEST for this location: the 6 cfs 3-per season pulse (winter), the 6 cfs 4-per season 
pulse as well as the 36 cfs 3-per season pulse (both in spring), the 4 cfs 3-per season 
pulse (summer), and the 13 cfs 2-per season pulse, totaling the elimination of fifteen 
pulses per year at this gage location. Some of these are close to the base flow volumes 
(6 cfs winter, 5 cfs spring, 9 cfs summer, 8 cfs fall), but it  is noted that if such pulses 
were to occur during a subsistence flow condition (1 cfs in all seasons), they would 
provide some valuable ecological benefits.  The spring 36 cfs pulse is not close to the 
base flow value (5 cfs) and would provide clear ecological benefits that the base flow 
would not.  
 
The commission also omitted these three high flow pulses recommended by the BBEST 
and BBASC from the proposed rules:  
Qp: 790 cfs with Average Frequency 1 per year 
Regressed Volume is 6,200 
Duration Bound is 30 
 
Qp: 1,470 cfs with Average Frequency 1 per 2 years 
Regressed Volume is 12,200 
Duration Bound is 38 
 
Qp: 3,340 cfs with Average Frequency 1 per 5 years 
Regressed Volume is 30,400 
Duration Bound is 51 
 
We recommend that the following high flow pulses be included in the flow standards:  
 
  Trigger: 36 cfs 
  Volume: 340 acre-feet 
  Duration: 9 days 
  Frequency: 3 per season (spring) 
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Trigger: 790 cfs  
Volume: 6,200 days 
Duration:30 days 
Frequency: 1 per year 

 
We also recommend that the following high flow pulse be included in the rule, but with 
duration reduced to 30 days as below: 
 

Trigger: 1,470 cfs  
Volume: 12,200 acre-feet 
Duration: 30 days 
Frequency: 1 per 2 years 
 

§298.430(c)(11), Seco Creek at Miller Ranch near Utopia 
The commission omitted, among others, these three high flow pulses recommended by 
the BBEST and BBASC from the proposed rules:  
 
Qp: 310 cfs with Average Frequency 1 per year 
Regressed Volume is 2,720 
Duration Bound is 31 
 
Qp: 700 cfs with Average Frequency 1 per 2 years 
Regressed Volume is 6,790 
Duration Bound is 44  
 
Qp: 1,600 cfs with Average Frequency 1 per 5 years 
Regressed Volume is 17,500 
Duration Bound is 62 
 
We recommend that the following two high flow pulses be included in the rule, but with 
duration reduced to 30days as below: 
 

Trigger: 310 cfs  
Volume: 2,720 days 
Duration: 30 days 
Frequency: 1 per year 
 
Trigger: 700 cfs  
Volume: 6,790 acre-feet 
Duration: 30 days 
Frequency: 1 per 2 years 
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  Trigger: 1,600 cfs with Average  
  Volume: 17,500 
  Duration: 30 
  Frequency: 1 per 5 years 
 
§298.430(c)(13), Frio River near Derby 
The commission omitted the 5 cfs 4-per season pulse and the 49 cfs 3-per season pulse 
(both in spring). Although the base flow at this location (11 cfs) is higher than the 
smaller pulse, with a subsistence flow of 1 cfs, this small amount of additional flow 
could provide some ecological benefit during a subsistence flow condition. The 49 cfs 3-
per season pulse is significantly higher (more than 4x), and would provide ecological 
benefit by protecting some flow between the base flow (11 cfs) and the pulse above it 
(210 cfs).  
 
 
§298.430(c)(14), Rio River at Tilden 
The commission omitted a total of 17 high flow pulses per year at this location: a 6 cfs 4-
per season pulse and a 25 cfs 3-per season pulse (both in winter), an 83 cfs 4-per season 
pulse and a 190 cfs 3-per season pulse (both in spring), and 13 cfs 3-per season pulse 
(fall). With the exception of the 6 cfs 4-per season pulse, all of the other values are 
significantly higher than the base flows for each of these seasons (12 cfs winter, 7 cfs 
spring, and 3 cfs fall), varying from twice the volume to 27 times the volume providing 
significant ecological benefit over a dry stream in subsistence condition or base flow 
conditions. 
 
§298.430(c)(15), San Miguel Creek near Tilden 
The commission omitted another 17 seasonal pulses at this gage location: 7 cfs 4-per 
season and 14 cfs 3-per season pulses (winter), 47 cfs 4-per season pulses and 100 cfs 3-
per season pulses (spring) and 5 cfs 3-per season pulses (fall). With base and 
subsistence flow values all being 2 or 1, these pulses need to be protected so they can 
provide the ecological benefits associated with such pulses.  
 
§298.430(c)(16), Atascosa River at Whitsett 
The commission omitted 20 seasonal pulses per year at this gage location: 28 cfs 4-per 
season pulses and 74 cfs 3-per season pulses (both in winter), 80 cfs 4-per season pulses 
and 220 cfs 3-per season pulses (both in spring), a 5 cfs 3-per season pulse (summer), 
and a 21 cfs 3-per season pulse (fall). With a subsistence flow value of 1 across all 
seasons and base flow values of 9 cfs (winter), 5 cfs (spring) and 4 cfs (summer and 
fall), these cuts to pulse flows protections could amount to rather dramatic reductions 
in the amount of water this stream would have flowing in it during any month of the 
year.  
 
§298.430(c)(17), Nueces River near Three Rivers 
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The commission omitted 24 seasonal pulses per year at this gage location: 140 cfs 4-per 
season and 320 cfs 3-per season pulses (both in winter), 320 cfs 4-per season and 690 
cfs 3-per season pulses (both in spring), a 34 cfs 3-per season pulse (summer), and 15 cfs 
4-per season and 160 cfs 3-per season pulses (fall).  Base flows are 37 cfs (winter, spring 
and fall) and 30 cfs (summer), so two of these hover near or under base flows. The 
other five of these pulses are all well above base levels. Additionally, with subsistence 
flows at 1 across all seasons, all of these pulses provide an ecological benefit when 
one of these pulses provides flow to an otherwise dry or very nearly dry river.  
 
§298.430(c)(18), Nueces River near Mathis 
The commission omitted the 150 cfs 2-per season pulse (summer) at this gage location. 
This volume of this pulse is close to the summer base flow number (140 cfs), so during 
average conditions, this pulse wouldn’t result in much additional flow. It is noted that if 
such pulses were to occur during a subsistence flow condition (37 cfs in all seasons), it 
would provide some ecological benefit.   
 
§298.430(c)(19), Oso Creek at Corpus Christi 
The commission omitted the 6 cfs 2-per season pulse from the summer. With a 
subsistence flow of 1 and a base flow of 2, this amount of additional flow could triple 
the flow in this small creek during average conditions and provide 6 times more water 
than during subsistence flow conditions.  
 
§298.430(c)(20), San Fernando Creek near Alice 
The commission omitted the 7 cfs 2-per season pulse (winter), the 4 cfs 2-per season 
pulse (summer), and the 8 cfs 2-per season pulse (fall). With base flows down at 2 cfs 
(winter) and 1 cfs (summer and fall), and subsistence flows at 1 for every season, these 
small-in-size high-flow pulses could be life-sustaining waters for the inhabitant of this 
creek.   
 
 
 

Subchapter G: Brazos River and Associated Bay and Estuary System 
 
Section 298.455, Definitions 
In the preamble discussion for this section, the commission acknowledges that overbank 
flows are considered to be a component of a flow regime for a sound ecological 
environment. However, that discussion goes on to state, because these flows result 
from naturally occurring large rainfall events which will likely continue to occur, the 
Commission is not including overbank flows as a component of the standards.  Such 
omission is unjustified. It certainly is true that large rainfall events are likely to continue. 
However, the statement misses the point. A key purpose of the standards is to protect 
such events when they do occur in the future from being unduly altered by new 
impoundment or diversion facilities. New, on-channel reservoirs, especially in the Upper 
Brazos, have the potential to dramatically alter overbank flows.  
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We understand that the Commission is reticent to recommend protection of overbank 
flows due to flooding concerns, however we disagree with commission’s use of the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Action Alert Stage for constraining 
the upper limit of high flow pulse events. In many instances, the Action Alert stage is as 
much as twenty-five feet below the Minor Flooding level of a river. The use of such a 
low constraint not only prevents protection of overbank flow, it also unduly limits 
protection of bank-full flows, critical for reshaping channel morphology. We urge the 
inclusion and protection in the rules of large pulses, which are critical for maintaining a 
sound ecological environment. Given the approach taken in the rules, such pulses would 
not be artificially generated and would only occur as a result of natural rainfall events. 
 
Section 298.455 (7). Definition of PHDI Index 
The commission notes the period of record for developing the PHDI Index is 1895-2010. 
It is our understanding that the PHDI is based on a period of record from 1895 until the 
present and that a new index is to be calculated on the last day of the month before the 
start of a new season, based on updated monthly PHDI values. 
 
Section 298.455 (8). Definition of Spring 
The commission correctly notes that the period of time is March through June. It should 
be noted that the stakeholder committee report incorrectly defines the season as April 
through June. 
 
Section 298.455 (9). Definition of Sound Ecological Environment 
The proposed definition is very incomplete and imprecise. It appears to be an 
incomplete attempt to capture the definition adopted by the expert science team. The 
Brazos expert science team noted that it had adopted the basic definition of a sound 
ecological environment adopted by the Science Advisory Committee (SAC).4 It then goes 
on to use the language of the definition of the proposed rule. However, as used by the 
expert science team, that language was simply a qualifier regarding the aspect of the 
SAC definition regarding retention of the full complement of native species in perpetuity 
rather than a restatement of the entire definition. As a result, the proposed definition in 
the rule misses critical aspects of the SAC definition adopted by the science team. The 
definition should be revised to read substantially as follows: 
 
(9) Sound ecological environment—an environment that is characterized by fish, 
macroinvertebrate, and riparian vegetation species that remain relatively intact 
compared to historical records; that sustains key habitat features required by those 
species; that retains key features of the natural flow regime required by these species to 
complete their life cycles; and sustains key ecosystem processes and services, such as 
elemental cycling and the productivity of important plant and animal populations.  

                                                        
4 Brazos River Basin and Bay Expert Science Team Environmental Flow Regime Recommendations 
Report, at p. 1-3 
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Failure to Set-Aside Unappropriated Water 
The commission is directed to “establish an amount of unappropriated water, if 
available, to be set aside to satisfy the environmental flow standards to the maximum 
extent reasonable when considering human needs.” Tex. Water Code §11.1471(a)(2). In 
addition, the statute sets a high standard for any exception to that requirement. 
 
Unfortunately, the commission is not proposing to set aside any unappropriated water 
for the protection of the proposed environmental flow standards. Although we 
acknowledge the complexity of the challenge involved in some aspects of establishing 
set-asides of unappropriated flows, we do not believe that the failure of the commission 
to set aside water for environmental flow protection purposes has been adequately 
justified. 
 
The justification given is that the environmental flow standards may be adequately 
protected by special conditions in water right permits or amendments for new 
appropriation in the basin, and that this would be beneficial because it would allow 
more flexibility in using that water for other purposes. However, in the absence of a 
demonstration that special conditions can reliably satisfy applicable environmental flow 
standards, environmental flow set asides are needed. In addition, we disagree with the 
flexibility argument because it ignores the legislative directive to set aside 
unappropriated flows and because the claimed flexibility is illusory. Certainly, not all 
aspects of needed environmental flows would be met through set-asides and regulated 
flows can help meet those needs, but, for key components of flow protections, the 
claimed flexibility masks a failure to implement statutory directives to protect needed 
flows. 
 
One particular value of environmental flow set asides is that they establish an 
affirmative right for environmental flow protection with a priority date that would allow 
the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department to act in the role of a water right holder5 to 
enforce the right and to make a priority call for that water. 
 
If the commission does not establish environmental flow set asides at this time, it will be 
critical for the commission to acknowledge and respect the availability determinations 
noted in the proposed rules in future water rights permitting decisions in order to retain 
and protect its ability to meaningfully revisit the issue of establishing environmental 
flow set asides during the first revision process for these standards. 
 
Section 298.460. Findings: 
 

                                                        
5 Section 11.0841 (c) of the Water Code, as amended by Senate Bill 3, provides that authority to the 
Parks and Wildlife Department. 
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Section 298.460 (b) refers to subsistence conditions, which suggests that there is a 
subsistence hydrologic condition. We do not understand that to be the case. 
Subsistence flows are a flow level that is only applicable during dry hydrologic 
conditions, but they are not properly referred to as a “flow condition.” 
 
Section 298.465, Set-Asides and Standards Priority Date 
The meaning of the following statements included in the preamble is unclear: “The 
commission protects high flow pulse standards from being permitted to smaller 
applicants for new appropriations because under proposed §298.485(b) and (c), some of 
the high flow pulse standards would not be included in some water right permits for 
new appropriations.  In addition, the commission needs to ensure that new 
appropriations, or amendments to add a new appropriation, will not affect downstream 
flow standards at measurement points that may not be applicable to those new 
appropriations or amendments.” We believe those statements are intended to explain 
that the commission includes the standards, including pulse flows, in its water 
availability models with the priority date described in the preamble as a water demand 
in order to protect flows to help meet the flow standards. However, clarification would 
be helpful. 
 
Section 298.470, Calculation of Hydrologic Conditions 
The third paragraph of the preamble discussion states as follows: “Consistent with the 
recommendation of the stakeholders, the commission proposes a PHDI Index that 
determines which base flow conditions would apply to a water right holder subject to 
the environmental flow standards in this subchapter.”  Because the proposed flow 
standards for this basin also apply hydrologic condition in determining which pulse flow 
conditions apply, the Commenting Parties recommend the sentence be revised as 
follows: 
 

Consistent with the recommendation of the stakeholders, the commission 
proposes a PHDI Index that determines which base and pulse flow conditions 
would apply to a water right holder subject to the environmental flow standards 
in this subchapter.  

 
In that same preamble discussion, the use of the PHDI values is described. For purposes 
of completeness, we suggest adding an additional sentence describing how average 
hydrologic condition is characterized:  
 

The PHDI values were then ranked and used to create the PHDI Index where the 
25th percentile value was used to describe the dry hydrologic condition and the 
75th percentile value was used to describe the wet hydrologic condition. PHDI 
Index values between the 25th and 75th percentile value were used to describe 
the average hydrologic condition. 

 
Section 298.475, Schedule of Flow Quantities 
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The last sentence of the second paragraph of the preamble discussionstates, “The 
commission's proposed rules provide that the subsistence flow standard can be variable 
depending on the season, and that only the subsistence flow for a particular season 
limits diversions by a water right subject to the standards, in that season.”  
 
The last part of that sentence, beginning with, “and that only the subsistence flow…” 
seems incorrect. In addition to subsistence flows for a particular season, base flows and 
pulse flows would also limit diversions by a water right subject to the standards. We 
recommend the sentence be revised as follows: 
 
“The commission's proposed rules provide that the subsistence flow standard can be 
variable depending on the season. , and that only the subsistence flow for a particular 
season limits diversions by a water right subject to the standards, in that season.”  
 
The third paragraph of the preamble discussion notes, “During dry, average, or wet 
hydrologic conditions, a water right holder may not divert water when the flow is below 
the base flow standard for that season. Once the flow at an applicable measurement 
point is above the base flow standard for the season, the water right holder may store or 
divert water according to its permit as long as the flow at the measurement point does 
not fall below the applicable base flow standard for that season and in accordance with 
the applicable hydrologic condition as set out in §298.470.” The first sentence should 
read as follows: During dry, average or wet hydrologic conditions, a water right holder 
may not divert water when the flow is below the base flow standard for that season. 
During dry hydrologic conditions, diversions when flows are below the base flow 
standard may occur as described in the previous paragraph. 
 
 
The commenting parties agree with the discussion in the fifth paragraph of the 
preamble language regarding the commission’s decision not to include the complex 
procedures for determining pulse compliance. As noted in the discussion, those 
procedures were developed by the expert science team for a far more comprehensive 
set of pulse flows that was to be implemented without regard to hydrologic condition. 
Because the stakeholder recommendations and the proposed rules include a greatly 
reduced set of pulse flow protections, the procedures recommended by the expert 
science team are not appropriate and would be unduly difficult to apply and enforce. 
  
Section 298.480, Environmental Flow Standards 
Substitution of Fort Griffin gage for Leuders gage 
The second paragraph of the preamble discussion notes, “The measurement points and 
the proposed base flow and subsistence flow standards are generally based on the 
stakeholders' recommendation. The commission received additional scientific 
information for the Clear Fork Brazos River. Based on this information, which was not 
available at the time the science team and stakeholders considered their 
recommendations, the commission proposes to substitute environmental flow standards 
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at United States Geological Survey (USGS) gage 08084200, Clear Fork Brazos River at 
Lueders, for the stakeholders' recommended USGS gage 08085500, Clear Fork Brazos 
River at Fort Griffin. The proposed high flow pulse standards are based on the 
recommendations of the majority of the stakeholders.” 
 
We find the decision to substitute the Clear Fork Brazos River at Fort Griffin (08085500) 
with the Clear Fork Brazos River at Leuders (08084200) unjustified and unsubstantiated.  
 
The preamble discussion references the receipt of “additional scientific information” for 
the Clear Fork Brazos River. In actuality, what the commission received was a comment 
letter from HDR Engineering6, Inc with a recommended flow regime that was selectively 
based on the December 2012 scientific report prepared by Bio-West, Inc entitled, 
“Aquatic Habitat Modeling Relating to the Cedar Ridge Reservoir Project”. In comparing 
the HDR proposed flow regime with the Bio-West report, we find inconsistencies in the 
application of findings and disregard for specific caveats regarding the use of the data. 
 
HDR, in their comment letter, references Table 10 in the Bio-West report as the basis 
their recommended flow regime. However, their proposed flow regime ignores the site-
specific based information available for base flows, and rather, relies on HEFR generated 
flows.  
 
Habitat-pulses provided in Table 10 are also used by HDR to recommend lower-level 
pulses for the Leuders gage. However, these recommendations fail to heed the author’s 
caveat that “these habitat pulses should…be viewed preliminary until further field 
assessments can confirm or refute ecological benefits.”7 
 
A high-flow pulse event on September 30th of last year is referenced by HDR as the 
source of the recommendation for a Wet Season Spring Pulse of 355 cfs for the Leuders 
gage.  However, this pulse occurred during Fall and during dry conditions, so a 
defensible rationale for equating it to a Spring pulse during wet hydrologic conditions is 
lacking. As expressly noted in the Bio-West draft report referenced as the basis of the 
HDR recommendation, available quantitative data are not adequate for developing high 
flow pulse recommendations at that specific location. For example, the pulse was only 
observed on the descending limb. It was characterized as exhibiting a daily mean 
discharge of 373 cfs and a peak flow of about 500 cfs. The proposed rules recommend a 
wet condition spring pulse trigger level of 355 cfs, apparently based on this single, only 
partially-observed, pulse event. However, the basis for assuming that essential 

                                                        
6 Comments on rulemaking regarding environmental flow standards in the Brazos River and 
Associated Bay and Estuary System Basin and Bay Area, sent by HDR via email to Ms. Kathy 
Alexander, Texas Commission on Environmental Quality, December 17, 2012. Although the nature 
and availability of the information was not referenced in the proposed rule package, as requested by 
the commenting parties, the information was posted to the TCEQ website.  
7 See page 48, Aquatic Habitat Modeling Relating to the Cedar Ridge Reservoir Project, Draft Report, 
submitted by Bio-West, Inc., December 2012. 
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functions, such as connecting to major side channels and inundation of most islands and 
gravel bars, would be achieved by a peak flow of 355 cfs rather than the actual 500 cfs 
peak flow for the specific event is far from obvious. 
 
Even more troubling, the HDR comment letter mischaracterizes the Bio-West 
recommendations regarding “habitat pulses” as being equivalent to high flow pulses. 
That is directly contradicted by the Bio-West draft report which expressly describes the 
habitat pulses as a component of base flows designed to address specific base flow 
characteristics at the site and as distinct from high pulse requirements.8 The Bio-West 
draft report notes that high flow pulse recommendations remain to be developed. 9 The 
commenting parties support the use of site-specific information when it is available and 
accurately characterized. However, the proposed use of site-specific information here is 
not supported by, or consistent with, the underlying information. The subsistence flow 
provisions in the proposed rules for Lueders appear to match the Bio-West study results, 
but neither the base flow values nor the pulse flow values in the proposed standards are 
supported by that study.   
 
A second troubling aspect of the treatment in the proposed rules of the HDR comments 
is the decision to propose the substitution of the HDR recommendations for flow 
standards at the Lueders gage for flow standards at the Fort Griffin gage. There is no 
obvious basis for that decision. HDR recommended the substitution of flow standards at 
the Lueders gage for flow standards at the Nugent gage. Setting aside, for purposes of 
discussion, the shortcomings in the application of the underlying information, that 
substitution appears logical because the Lueders and Nugent gages are quite close to 
one another. However, the proposed rules would substitute flow standards at the 
Lueders gage for flow standards at the Fort Griffin gage, which is about 83 river miles 
downstream from the Lueders gage, resulting in a very large downstream reach without 
a flow standard location. In addition, the Fort Griffin gage has a contributing watershed 
of 3,988 square miles compared to 2,546 square miles for the Lueders gage.  
 

                                                        
8 The Bio-West draft report, in Table 10 and accompanying text, characterizes the habitat pulses as a 
component of base flows and notes that high flow pulse components have not been determined.  
9 Ibid, pg 48. 
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After meeting with TCEQ staff, we are still unable to discern any scientifically defensible 
reasons for this substitution. We understand staff to indicate that the decision was 
based on a conclusion that in comparing the site-specific values that were 
recommended in the HDR comment letter, particularly for pulse flows, the pulse flow 
recommendations of the expert science team and stakeholder committee at Fort Griffin 
seemed really high. However, as we have noted above, the flow values provided were 
not applied appropriately. Also, as noted in the Bio-West report, the channel in the 
study area is well-armored and generally lacking in floodplain habitat. 10 As such, flow 
regimes suitable for the study site may not be appropriately transferrable downstream 
to reaches around Fort Griffin which are underlain by different geology and are located 
in a different ecoregion.  
 
The figure above is a hydrograph of average daily values for the Clear Fork of the Brazos 
at Fort Griffin from 2000 to present. The graph shows that even since 2008, which has 
been a very dry period, numerous pulse flows have occurred that exceed the highest 
pulse flow recommendation of the BBASC (1,230 cfs) for this gage. It also is important to 
recognize that the stakeholder committee pulse recommendations have greatly reduced 
pulse magnitudes and frequencies from the levels that the expert science team 
recommended as being adequate to support a sound ecological environment. Those 
unanimous stakeholder committee recommendations were based on much discussion 

                                                        
10 Ibid, pg 49 
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of a balance between flow protection and water availability for new projects and 
already reflect major concessions to enhance water availability. The flow standards 
unanimously recommended by the stakeholder committee for the Fort Griffin gage 
should be included in the flow standards.   
 
Subsections (a)(1) Double Mountain Fork Brazos River near Aspermont; (a)(2) Salt Fork 
Brazos River near Aspermont; and (a)(3) Brazos River at Seymour. 
 
These three gages are the subject of the Minority Report included in the Stakeholder 
Committee Report and are discussed together here. 
 
In the preamble discussion (titled Section by Section Discussion), the commission 
presents its analysis of a hypothetical water supply project used as the primary means 
of balancing environmental flow protection and human uses.  Based on NWF’s 
inspection of the modified Brazos water availability model (Brazos WAM) as posted by 
the commission on its website as having been used in developing the proposed rules, 
the hypothetical project (referred to as scenario) is a direct diversion, with no storage, 
of up to 10,000 ac-ft/ year from the North Fork Double Mountain Fork of the Brazos 
River.   
 
The Commission reported a series of project reliabilities in the preamble discussion , 
supposedly based on this Brazos WAM with various environmental flow options 
implemented.  The preamble states:  

“Applying either no instream flow requirement or the default methodology 
produces an annual availability of 54%. Application of the recommendation of 
the minority stakeholders produces an annual availability of 19%. Finally, 
application of the stakeholders' recommendation produces an annual availability 
of 28%.  Annual availability is the percentage of time that the annual diversion 
requirement is met from river diversions. 

Those reported values, as published in the proposed rules, are reproduced in the first 
row of Table B1 below. NWF hired a technical expert to review these values and 
perform certain additional evaluations. Using the commission’s models as posted on the 
TCEQ website, the technical expert first sought to replicate the stated relieability 
information. One of the commission’s model runs, reflecting the minority 
recommendations,11 was only made available on October 17, which greatly limited the 
time available to undertake our evaluations.  
 
Table B1 - The values for reliability of a hypothetical run-of-river project diverting 
from the upper Brazos River, subject to various environmental flow standards.  Shown 
are the values determined by TCEQ and reported in the proposed rules and those 

                                                        
11 Those recommendations are included in the Brazos Basin Stakeholder Committee Report as 
Appendix E. 
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determined by the National Wildlife Federation’s technical expert using the 
commission’s models. 

source 

Instream Flow Condition 

No 
Environmental 
Flow Condition 

 
Lyon’s 
Method 

Majority 
Stakeholder 
Recommendation 

Minority 
Stakeholder 
Recommendation 

as published 
in proposed 
rules 54% 54% 28% 19% 

as determined 
by National 
Wildlife 
Federation 66% 66% 33% 28% 

 
Attempts by the National Wildlife Federation to replicate the  values stated in the 
preamble using the commission’s models were unsuccessful.  Based on the initially 
provided Brazos WAM, we found, for both the Lyons and no environmental flow 
simulations, that in 38 out of 58 years the project was able to divert the total annual 
amount of 10,000 ac-ft.  These results translate to an annual reliability of 66%.  After 
considerable interaction with TCEQ staff regarding the inability to replicate the 
reliabilities stated in the preamble to the proposed rule,  NWF received a set of revised 
WAM files.  The revised WAMs produced an annual reliability for the majority 
stakeholder recommendations of 33%. The WAM files that represent the minority 
report recommendations, which were provided on October 17, 2013, produce an annual 
reliability of 28%, compared with the 19% annual reliability stated in the preamble to 
the proposed rules. It is our understanding that TCEQ staff concurs with those results as 
being correct. [Excel file showing analyses is included with these comments.] 
 
Thus, the corrected results indicate that the minority stakeholder recommendations, 
which would provide additional protection for pulse flows and two fish species 
proposed to be listed for protection under the federal Endangered Species Act, would 
produce the same annual reliability of 28% that the commission found acceptable in 
proposing the flow standards at the three locations closest to the hypothetical 
diversion. In addition, the relative difference between the annual availabilities for the 
standards in the proposed rule, which were based on the majority stakeholder 
recommendations, and the standards recommended by the stakeholder minority is 
much less than was assumed, and reported, in developing the proposed standards. The 
difference is five percentage points rather than the nine percentage points reported in 
the preamble. 
 
The commenting parties understand that the Commission’s evaluated scenario is just a 
hypothetical scenario employed to assist in balancing competing benefits. One point of 
note, however, is that the commission’s analysis really only evaluates potential impacts 
on water supply rather than providing an evaluation of impacts to environmental flow 
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protection between the competing recommendations. Nonetheless, because the 
hypothetical scenario is not a firm-yield project or a project with any assumed storage, 
the evaluation provides very limited insight on potential impacts to realistic water 
supply projects.  
 
Even with no environmental flow conditions constraining diversions, there were 20 
years out of the 58-year period of record that the project could not divert the full 10,000 
ac-ft amount.  Our review of the commission’s model indicates that the Commission 
evaluated a project with no storage.  The project was assumed to be able to divert up to 
the full yearly amount in a single month, which often occurred in the modeling exercise. 
A project without storage would have no capacity to store or make use of such a large 
amount of water taken in such a brief period.  Because the commenting parties believe 
this approach is quite unrealistic and unlike actual projects included in regional water 
plans or that might be pursued, be undertook additional evaluations.  A more realistic 
approach is to have off-channel reservoir storage facilities to handle large diversions 
when available.  Storage then provides the capacity to use the diverted water on a 
metered basis through more modestly-sized, long-distance transport facilities.    
 
Accordingly, NWF’s technical expert examined a project with off-channel reservoir 
storage. The technical expert developed yield sensitivity and cost analyses to examine  
tradeoffs of the two recommendations of the stakeholders.  In this  step we 
incrementally changed the size of the off-channel reservoir in order to get the same 
project firm yield as under the no environmental flow condition, but with the two 
proposals from the stakeholders. [Supporting WAM files are included with these 
comments.] For succinctness, we will present these results for an intermediate sized off-
channel reservoir with a storage capacity of 30,000 ac-ft under the no environmental 
flow restriction case.  As shown in Table B3 in column 1 and row 1, the firm yield 
calculated from this off-channel reservoir size and no environmental flow conditions 
was 2,700 ac-ft/yr.   
 
As shown in the second row of Table B3, the off-channel reservoir storage size had to be 
increased, as expected, to get the same project firm yield with either the majority or 
minority stakeholder recommendations for flow restrictions.  The necessary reservoir 
sizes were 39,500 ac-ft and 43,000 ac-ft respectively.  Thus, the incremental increase to 
accommodate the more protective minority stakeholder recommendations was 
relatively small. 
 
We also performed unit cost analyses of these three approaches, all providing a firm 
yield of 2,700 ac-ft.  This analysis used the standard template utilized in regional water 
planning for developing costs for infrastructure components such as off-channel 
reservoirs.  This template also includes standardized approaches for estimating other 
project costs such as engineering; land acquisition, surveying, environmental studies 
and mitigation.  Additional recurring cost for debt service, operations and maintenance, 
and pumping energy cost are included in the final tally, again following standard 
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methodologies. [Supporting Excel spreadsheets are included with these comments.] The 
results of these analyses are presented in the lower rows of Table B3.  
 
The base case of no environmental flow condition and the off-channel reservoir size of 
30,000 ac-ft results in a water supply cost of $4.69 per thousand gallons.  As mentioned 
above, with the use of the majority stakeholder recommendations, the necessary 
storage to achieve the same firm yield water supply increases to 39,500 ac-ft, and the 
unit cost increases to $5.32.  This is a 13% increase over the case of no environmental 
flow conditions. 
 
For the project configuration with the minority environmental flow conditions, reservoir 
storage had to be increased to 43,000 ac-ft and the unit cost of water supplied rises to 
$5.51.  This is a 17% increase from the base case of no environmental flow conditions 
and only a 4% increase compared to the majority stakeholder recommendations which 
form the underpinning of the proposed rules. 
 
Table B3 - Comparison of infrastructure and cost of hypothetical firm yield project 
diverting from the upper Brazos River, subject to various environmental flow 
standards. (determined by the National Wildlife Federation). 

 Instream Flow Condition 

Item 

No 
Environmental 
Flow 
Condition 

TCEQ Proposed 
rules (Majority 
Stakeholder) 

Minority 
Stakeholder 

Report 

firm yield 
 (ac-ft/yr) 2,700 2,700 2,700 

Off-channel 
reservoir size 
 (ac-ft) 30,000 39,500 43,000 

Raw water cost 
($/1000 gal) $4.69 $5.32 $5.51 

cost difference 
(no envl. flow 
as basis %) 0% +13% +17% 

cost difference 
(rule proposal 
as basis %) -12% 0% +4% 

 
The minority stakeholder recommendations represent a compromise level of protection 
greatly below the levels recommended by the expert science team, but with more pulse 
flow protection than was included in the majority stakeholder recommendation. A 
primary concern underlying the minority stakeholder recommendation is the presence 
in this reach, characterized by three gage locations (USGS Gage 08080500, Double 
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Mountain Fork Brazos River near Aspermont; USGS Gage 08082000, Salt Fork Brazos 
River near Aspermont; USGS Gage 08082500, Brazos River at Seymour), of two fish 
species that have recently been proposed for listing under the federal Endangered 
Species Act. As discussed further below, one of the key threats to the continued 
existence of the species, which have already been extirpated from other portions of the 
Brazos Basin and are currently found only in this reach, is reduced flows. The 
commenting parties believe it would be short-sighted not to provide a more reasonable 
level of protection in the proposed rules, which can be done with a relatively modest 
impact on water availability and project cost. Increasing the likelihood and extent of 
federal involvement in water management decisions because of a failure to provide 
reasonable levels of protection under state law is not in the best interest of Texas.  
 
With the exception of the Balancing Analysis referencing impacts on annual availability 
for a hypothetical project, which was discussed above, the preamble to the proposed 
rules fails even to mention the Minority Report and recommendations. That Minority 
Report is found on the TCEQ website, as Appendix E to the Brazos Stakeholder 
Committee report and is incorporated into these comments, as qualified below. The 
commission must provide a rationale for rejecting those recommendations beyond a 
simple conclusion that protecting more flow for the environment would reduce water 
availability. That will, of course, be true, but provides no reasoned basis for striking an 
particular balance. The environmental flow regime presented in the Minority Report 
provides a reasonable approach for improving environmental protections, lessening the 
likelihood of Endangered Species Act complications for future water supply 
development, and doing so with a minimal impact on potential project cost. 
 
Concerns over two shiner (sharpnose and smalleye) species are the impetus for the 
development of the Minority Report for the 3 upstream gages, referenced and attached 
with the Brazos BBASC recommendation. As noted in the Minority Report, the proposed 
flow recommendations for the upper three gages are not adequate to protect these 
species. These species are only found along reaches represented by these 3 gages and 
have been lost from other portions of the basin. Since the submission of the Brazos 
BBASC recommendations, both shiner species have been proposed for listing on the 
Endangered Species List by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.  
 
Scientifically reviewed literature notes that for the two shiner species, the “greatest 
proportion of young-of-year produced during the reproductive season was associated 
with high flow pulses.”12 The majority stakeholder committee recommendations and the 
commission’s proposed standards fail to protect adequate high flow pulses to support 
reproductive success for these species.  
 

                                                        
12 Durham, B.W. and G.R. Wilde, 2009, Population dynamics of the smalleye shiner, an imperiled 
cyprinid fish endemic to the Brazos River, Texas. Transactions of the American Fisheries Society 
138:666-674 
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In addition, the majority BBASC recommendations for the upper 3 gages are based on 
flawed assumptions. The analysis used to develop the recommendations assumed that 
water would be passed downstream to honor all existing rights, even in the absence of 
protective flow standards. However, if projects are developed, they will very likely 
involve subordination agreements, whereby water does not have to be passed to fully 
meet downstream water rights. Such agreements are commonplace in the upper 
reaches of the Brazos. Accordingly, assuming that water will be passed downstream to 
honor all downstream water rights is not an appropriate starting point for evaluating 
the importance of protective flow standards. 
 
TCEQ staff has indicated to the commenting parties that the minority report incorrectly 
assumes water rights with subordination agreements would only have to pass water to 
meet environmental flows, rather than other senior water rights. We acknowledge the 
clarification that some amount of water may have to be passed to honor downstream 
water rights that are not included in the subordination agreement, which means that an 
assumption that no flows will be passed to honor existing rights also is not appropriate.  
 
We are not aware of any standard approach for accurately characterizing an appropriate 
assumption about the volume of water that might have to be passed to honor  some 
downstream rights under a specific subordination scenario. We do know it would be less 
than the amount assumed in developing the majority BBASC recommendations and 
likely more than the amount assumed in the minority report analysis. To the extent that 
flows would have to be passed downstream to protect existing water rights, having a 
protective environmental flow standard that also would independently require the 
flows to be passed would not have an adverse effect on water availability. Conversely, 
not having a protective environmental flow standard would result in additional adverse 
environmental impacts if the amount required to be passed downstream for senior 
rights is not as great as assumed in the majority analyses.  
 
 The commission must give full consideration to the flow regimes recommended in the 
Minority Report and, if it chooses not to accept them, must justify that decision. As 
discussed previously, the failure to adopt full protections at least as protective of a 
sound ecological environment as those recommended in the Minority Report is not 
justified by competing considerations. Water users in the Brazos basin will have greater 
certainty and predictability if the state’s flow standards for these three gages include 
key components of what is needed to maintain a healthy ecosystem.   
 
Accordingly, the commenting parties recommend the following flow standards for the 
Double Mountain Fork Brazos River near Aspermont; Figure 30 TAC §298.480(a)(1). 
 

Season Subsis
- 
tence 

Hydrologi
c 
Condition 

Bas
e 

4 per 
Season 
Pulses 

3 per 
Season 
Pulses 

2 per 
Season 
Pulses 

1 per 
Season 
Pulses 

  Dry 1 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
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Winter 

 
 
1 cfs 

cfs 

Average 4 
cfs 

N/A N/A Trigger: 30 
cfs 
Vol: 180 af 
Duration: 8 
days 

N/A 

Wet 15 
cfs 

N/A N/A Trigger: 30 
cfs 
Vol: 180 af 
Duration: 8 
days 

Trigger: 92 
cfs 
Vol: 610 af 
Duration: 
12 days 

 
 
 
 
 
Spring 

 
 
 
 
 
1 cfs 

Dry 1 
cfs 

N/A Trigger: 
280 cfs 
Vol: 1270 
af 
Duration: 
10 days 

Trigger: 570 
cfs 
Vol: 2600 af 
Duration: 
12 days 

N/A 

Average 3 
cfs 

Trigger: 
280 cfs 
Vol: 
1270 af 
Duration
: 10 days 

Trigger: 
570 cfs 
Vol: 2600 
af 
Duration: 
12 days 

Trigger: 
1120 cfs 
Vol: 5120 af 
Duration: 
14 days 

N/A 

Wet 8 
cfs 

Trigger: 
280 cfs 
Vol: 
1270 af 
Duration
: 10 days 

Trigger: 
570 cfs 
Vol: 2600 
af 
Duration: 
12 days 

Trigger: 
1120 cfs 
Vol: 5120 af 
Duration: 
14 days 

Trigger: 
2730 cfs 
Vol: 12,500 
af 
Duration: 
17 days 

 
 
 
 
 
Summe
r 

 
 
 
 
 
 1 cfs 

Dry 1 
cfs 

N/A Trigger: 
230 cfs 
Vol: 990 af 
Duration: 
9 days 

Trigger:480 
cfs 
Vol: 2160 af 
Duration: 
12 days 

N/A 

Average 2 
cfs 

Trigger: 
230 cfs 
Vol: 990 
af 
Duration
: 9 days 

Trigger:48
0 cfs 
Vol: 2160 
af 
Duration: 
12 days 

Trigger:104
0 cfs 
Vol: 4750 af 
Duration: 
14 days 

N/A 

Wet 7 
cfs 

Trigger: 
230 cfs 
Vol: 990 

Trigger:48
0 cfs 
Vol: 2160 

Trigger:104
0 cfs 
Vol: 4750 af 

Trigger:254
0 cfs 
Vol: 11,900 
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af 
Duration
: 9 days 

af 
Duration: 
12 days 

Duration: 
14 days 

af 
Duration: 
19 days 
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Similarly, the commenting parties recommend the following flow standards for the Salt 
Fork Brazos River near Aspermont; Figure 30 TAC §298.480(a)(2). 
 

Season Subsis
- 
tence 

Hydrologi
c 
Condition 

Bas
e 

4 per 
Season 
Pulses 

3 per 
Season 
Pulses 

2 per 
Season 
Pulses 

1 per 
Season 
Pulses 

 
 
 
Winter 

 
 
 
1 cfs 

Dry 1 
cfs 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Average 4 
cfs 

N/A N/A Trigger: 31 
cfs 
Vol: 210 af 
Duration: 
10 days 

N/A 

Wet 9 
cfs 

N/A N/A Trigger: 31 
cfs 
Vol: 210 af 
Duration: 
10 days 

Trigger: 71 
cfs 
Vol: 510 af 
Duration: 
14 days 

 
 
 
 
 
Spring 

 
 
 
 
 
1 cfs 

Dry 1 
cfs 

N/A Trigger:16
0 cfs 
Vol: 720 af 
Duration: 
10 days 

Trigger: 
300 cfs 
Vol: 1350 
af 
Duration: 
11 days 

N/A 

Average 2 
cfs 

Trigger:16
0 cfs 
Vol: 720 af 
Duration: 
10 days 

Trigger: 
300 cfs 
Vol: 1350 
af 
Duration: 
11 days 

Trigger: 
670 cfs 
Vol: 3070 
af 
Duration: 
13 days 

N/A 

Wet 5 
cfs 

Trigger:16
0 cfs 
Vol: 720 af 
Duration: 
10 days 

Trigger: 
300 cfs 
Vol: 1350 
af 
Duration: 
11 days 

Trigger: 
670 cfs 
Vol: 3070 
af 
Duration: 
13 days 

Trigger: 
1790 cfs 
Vol: 8310 
af 
Duration: 
16 days 

 
 
 
 
 
Summe
r 

 
 
 
 
 
 1 cfs 

Dry 1 
cfs 

N/A Trigger: 
140 cfs 
Vol: 560 af 
Duration: 
8 days 

Trigger:26
0 cfs 
Vol: 1090 
af 
Duration: 
10 days 

N/A 

Average 1 Trigger: Trigger:26 Trigger:52 N/A 
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cfs 140 cfs 
Vol: 560 af 
Duration: 
8 days 

0 cfs 
Vol: 1090 
af 
Duration: 
10 days 

0 cfs 
Vol: 2310 
af 
Duration: 
13 days 

Wet 3 
cfs 

Trigger: 
140 cfs 
Vol: 560 af 
Duration: 
8 days 

Trigger:26
0 cfs 
Vol: 1090 
af 
Duration: 
10 days 

Trigger:52
0 cfs 
Vol: 2310 
af 
Duration: 
13 days 

Trigger:158
0 cfs 
Vol: 7680 
af 
Duration: 
18 days 
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The commenting parties also recommend the following flow standards for the Brazos 
River at Seymour; Figure 30 TAC §298.480(a)(3). 
 

Season Subsis
- 
tence 

Hydrologi
c 
Condition 

Bas
e 

4 per 
Season 
Pulses 

3 per 
Season 
Pulses 

2 per 
Season 
Pulses 

1 per 
Season 
Pulses 

 
 
 
Winter 

 
 
 
1 cfs 

Dry 10 
cfs 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Average 25 
cfs 

N/A N/A Trigger: 97 
cfs 
Vol: 490 af 
Duration: 6 
days 

N/A 

Wet 46 
cfs 

N/A N/A Trigger: 97 
cfs 
Vol: 490 af 
Duration: 6 
days 

Trigger: 
250 cfs 
Vol: 1560 
af 
Duration: 
10 days 

 
 
 
 
 
Spring 

 
 
 
 
 
1 cfs 

Dry 7 
cfs 

N/A Trigger: 
560 cfs 
Vol: 2960 
af 
Duration: 
10 days 

Trigger: 
1040 cfs 
Vol: 5870 
af 
Duration: 
12 days 

N/A 

Average 19 
cfs 

Trigger: 
560 cfs 
Vol: 
2960 af 
Duration
: 10 days 

Trigger: 
1040 cfs 
Vol: 5870 
af 
Duration: 
12 days 

Trigger: 
2000 cfs 
Vol: 12000 
af 
Duration: 
15 days 

N/A 

Wet 35 
cfs 

Trigger: 
560 cfs 
Vol: 
2960 af 
Duration
: 10 days 

Trigger:104
0 cfs 
Vol: 5870 
af 
Duration: 
12 days 

Trigger: 
2000 cfs 
Vol: 12000 
af 
Duration: 
15 days 

Trigger: 
4730 cfs 
Vol: 30500 
af 
Duration: 
20 days 

 
 
 
 
 
Summe

 
 
 
 
 
 1 cfs 

Dry 4 
cfs 

N/A Trigger: 
370 cfs 
Vol: 1870 
af 
Duration: 8 
days 

Trigger: 
800 cfs 
Vol: 4290 
af 
Duration: 
11 days 

N/A 
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r Average 13 
cfs 

Trigger: 
370 cfs 
Vol: 
1870 af 
Duration
: 8 days 

Trigger: 
800 cfs 
Vol: 4290 
af 
Duration: 
11 days 

Trigger:156
0 cfs 
Vol: 8910 
af 
Duration: 
14 days 

N/A 

Wet 32 
cfs 

Trigger: 
370 cfs 
Vol: 
1870 af 
Duration
: 8 days 

Trigger: 
800 cfs 
Vol: 4290 
af 
Duration: 
11 days 

Trigger:156
0 cfs 
Vol: 8910 
af 
Duration: 
14 days 

Trigger:457
0 cfs 
Vol: 28600 
af 
Duration: 
21 days 

 
 
Section 298.480(a)(__): 
 
An Estuary Inflow Standard Should Be Added. 
The proposed rules omit specific inflow standards for the Brazos and San Bernard 
Estuaries. As a result, it is unclear if any flow restriction would apply below the 
lowermost gage in each basin. The rules should include narrative standards describing 
the estuary inflow recommendations of the stakeholder committee, which would 
ensure that there are applicable flow standards all the way to the confluence with the 
Gulf.   
 
Consistent with the approach recommended by the expert science team, the 
stakeholder committee indicated that estuary inflows should be protected at the same 
level as for instream flows at the Richmond gage.13 As acknowledged in that discussion, 
there is uncertainty about whether that level of protection, which is less than the level 
recommended by the expert science team because the larger science-team pulses are 
not protected by the stakeholder committee recommendations, will be adequate. 
However, it is critically important to ensure that at least the level of flows protected at 
the Richmond gage is protected all the way to the Gulf. The proposed rules don’t 
accomplish that.  
 
The flow standards should expressly provide that, in the reach below the Rosharon gage 
and to the confluence with the Gulf, no storage or diversion can occur except to the 
extent that flows at the relevant location equal or exceed levels at which they could 
have been diverted at the Richmond gage.  A comparable acknowledgement of 
protection of flows all the way downstream to the Gulf for the San Bernard estuary 
based on instream flow recommendations at the Boling gage also is needed. 
 

                                                        
13 See Section 3.4, Brazos River and Associated Bay and Estuary System Basin and Bay Area 
Stakeholders Committee Environmental Flow Standards and Strategies Recommendations Report 
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As noted in the stakeholder committee report, there is significant uncertainty about the 
adequacy of protection for the estuarine portion of the river based on the flow 
recommendations for the Richmond gage, assuming those protections are extended all 
the way to the Gulf. That uncertainty results from the absence of protection in the 
stakeholder committee recommendations, and in the proposed standards, for many of 
the larger pulses recommended for protection by the expert science team. The 
stakeholder committee recommendations are premised on an assumption that those 
pulse flows will continue to reach the estuary. That assumption should be acknowledged 
by the adoption of voluntary strategy targets for the Brazos and San Benard estuaries 
consistent with the BBEST recommendations for the downstream gage locations for 
those estuaries. Such targets would be used for the sole purpose of guiding 
implementation of voluntary strategies. Attainment frequencies for the pulse flow 
components of those BBEST recommendations are included in the relevant tables in the 
BBEST recommendations report and compliance should be assessed as a long-term 
average below the most downstream diversion point. Attainment frequencies for base 
flow and subsistence flow recommendations are reflected in the HEFR output tables for 
the relevant gages in Appendix G to the BBEST report. Again, compliance should be 
assessed as a long-term average below the most downstream diversion point. 
 
 
Section 298.475, Schedule of Flow Quantities, page 89 
b) Subsistence Flow: In either this section, or in section (c), language should be added to 
note that withdrawals below base flow are not permitted during average and wet 
conditions. 
 
d) High Flow Pulses 
(5) For measurement points in the Brazos River Basin described in §298.480(7) - (8) of 
this title, if a pulse flow requirement for the large seasonal pulse is satisfied for a 
particular season, one of the smaller pulse requirements is also considered to be 
satisfied. We suggest the following language: (5) For measurement points in the Brazos 
River Basin described in §298.480(7) - (8) of this title, if a pulse flow requirement for the 
large seasonal pulse is satisfied for a particular season, one of the smaller pulse 
requirements for that season is also considered to be satisfied 
 
 

Subchapter H: Rio Grande, Rio Grande Estuary, and Lower Laguna Madre 
 
We acknowledge TCEQ staff and commissioners for moving forward in the absence of a 
stakeholder committee recommendation. S.B. 3 contemplates the adoption of flow 
standards regardless of whether there are stakeholder committee recommendations 
and, accordingly, it is appropriate to propose and adopt standards. The commenting 
parties support adoption of the proposed rules but with the additions and revisions 
recommended below. 
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Because of the almost complete lack of unappropriated water in the Rio Grande basin—
the preamble to the proposed rules indicates that unappropriated water is available 
only in five months out of a 732-month period—flow standards in this basin actually will 
function as targets for voluntary strategies to improve environmental flows rather than 
as limits on new appropriations. That reality should inform the standards adopted. It 
doesn’t make much sense to have targets for strategies that are not reasonably 
designed to achieve that goal. The preamble indicates that the proposed standards for 
locations on the mainstem of the Rio Grande were reduced to 38% of the values 
recommended by the expert science team in order to represent the average share of 
water in the river that belongs to the United States. If the standards were actually going 
to be used in a regulatory setting, consideration of water accounting requirements and 
treaty obligations would be relevant factors as acknowledged in Sections 11.02362 (m), 
dealing with expert science team recommendations, and 11.02362 (o), dealing with 
stakeholder recommendations, of the Water Code. 
 
However, because strategy targets will only inform voluntary measures or strategies, it 
is important to have targets that, if met, would actually be expected to support a sound 
ecological environment. Voluntary measures may involve water belonging to the United 
States and/or water belonging to Mexico. Regardless, the standards should establish 
appropriate strategy targets that, if met, would be likely to support a sound ecological 
environment. Accordingly, the standards should reflect the expert science team 
recommendations. If the commission believes that the standards, as they might 
somehow be used by direct application in a regulatory context, must be qualified by the 
38% reduction, the rules, as adopted, should incorporate a second set of standards for 
each location on the Rio Grande mainstem establishing a set of strategy targets 
reflecting the expert science team recommendations. Those strategy targets could be 
expressly designated as serving only for the purpose of guiding voluntary strategies. The 
commission previously has used that approach in adopting freshwater inflow strategy 
targets in Subchapters D and E. 
 
In this basin, which, basically, does not have unappropriated flow available for 
appropriation, there really are not competing considerations that would support 
reducing the standards, particularly as applied in a strategies context, below the levels 
recommended by the science team. The science team recommendations, for most 
locations, appear to the best representation of flow adequate to support a sound 
ecological environment. As directed by Section 11.1471 (a)(1) of the Water Code, that is 
what the standards are to achieve unless other public interests and relevant factors 
dictate otherwise. Those contrary factors are not present here. When adopting 
standards to be voluntarily implemented in a strategy context, there is no potential to 
run afoul of water accounting requirements for any international water sharing treaty, 
minutes, and agreement applicable to the Rio Grande. Nor will any U.S. or Texas water 
right holder be unfairly burdened. 
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Statutory Authority 
The statutory authority section of this Subchapter refers to amendments to the rules 
rather than to new sections. That reference seems to be incorrect because the entire 
subchapter is new.  
 
§298.510. Findings: 
The Findings should be revised to acknowledge several specific facts. First, as is made 
clear in the expert science team reports, implementation of voluntary strategies will be 
needed in many locations in the basin to achieve a sound ecological environment, even 
with the highly qualified definition of sound ecological environment. There is not an 
adequate basis for a finding that a sound ecological environment will be protected, to 
the maximum extent reasonable, by the standards as currently proposed or that a 
sound ecological environment actually exists at all locations. Indeed, the expert science 
teams expressly found the absence of a sound ecological environment at a number of 
locations, including the Rio Grande in the Big Bend area (upstream of La Linda), the 
Arroyo Colorado, and the upper portions of the Pecos.  
 
In addition, for locations on the mainstem of the Rio Grande, the proposed standards 
reflect values that are only 38% of the flow levels current information indicates are likely 
to be adequate to support a sound ecological environment. As expressly acknowledged 
by the expert science teams, information on which the science team recommendations 
and these standards are based is very limited, especially for some locations. This 
acknowledgement is important for embracing continued studies and refinement 
Furthermore, neither the science team recommendations nor the standards address 
large portions of the basin so no finding about the adequacy of the standards to support 
a sound ecological environment is appropriate, or supportable, for those portions. The 
text should also acknowledge the incorporation of hydrologic condition into the flow 
standards. 
 
However, even with these modifications, the finding is justified only if the flow 
standards are revised consistent with the changes recommended here. Accordingly, 
along with our recommended revisions to the flow standards at various locations, we 
recommend the following revisions to Section 298.510: 
 
“For the Rio Grande, and its associated tributaries located within Texas, the commission 
finds that the environmental flow standards in this subchapter, which acknowledge the 
need for implementation of voluntary strategies to help restore flows, are appropriate 
environmental flow standards that, based on currently available information, are 
adequate to support a sound ecological environment in the portions of the basin 
addressed by the flow standards to the maximum extent reasonable considering other 
public interests and other relevant factors. The commission finds that a sound ecological 
environment, at the locations where it currently exists, can best be maintained by a set 
of flow standards consisting of a schedule of flow quantities that contain subsistence 
flow, base flows, and high flow pulses at defined measurement points. Minimum flow 
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levels for these components will vary by season and by year since the amount of 
precipitation and, therefore, whether a system is in subsistence or base flow conditions 
and whether a system is in subsistence, dry, average, or wet hydrologic condition, will 
vary from year to year and within a year from season to season, and the number of 
pulses will also vary with the amount of precipitation.” 
 
Section 298.525:  
The text of Paragraph (d)(1) should be modified to incorporate annual pulses as 
recommended below for certain locations and to incorporate specialized pulses 
recommended for the Rio Grande estuary. The language regarding annual pulses is 
needed to be consistent with proposed Sections 298.525 (d)(5) and 298.530(a)(4) and 
with additional annual pulse values recommended in these comments. Specific language 
is needed to address pulses for the Rio Grande estuary, which should be added to the 
rules, because they are characterized by a 24-hour average flow rather than by a trigger 
level, volume, and duration. 
  
“(d)(1) One or two pulses per season and an annual pulse are to be passed (i.e., no 
storage or diversion by an applicable water right holder), if applicable, and as described 
in §298.530 of this title, if the flows are above the applicable subsistence or base flow 
standard, and if the applicable high flow pulse trigger level is met at the applicable 
measurement point. The water right holder shall not divert or store water except during 
times that streamflow at the applicable measurement point exceeds the applicable high 
flow pulse trigger level and until either the applicable volume amount has passed the 
measurement point or the applicable duration time has passed since the high flow pulse 
trigger level occurred. A water right holder can divert water in excess of an applicable 
pulse flow trigger requirement as long as its diversions do not prevent the occurrence of 
the pulse flow trigger level of an applicable larger pulse. For high flow pulses that are 
characterized by a 24-hour average flow, a water right holder shall not divert or store 
water after flows initially reach, on an instantaneous basis, the level of the applicable 
24-hour average flow until either 24 hours have passed since the flow level was reached 
or compliance with the applicable 24-hour average flow level has been assured.” 
 
The text of Paragraph (d)(5) is a bit confusing as currently drafted because it refers to 
the annual pulse requirement being satisfied for a particular season. That reference 
would be more clear if it referred to the annual pulse requirement being satisfied during 
a particular season. In addition, because the flow standards, as discussed further below, 
should be revised to include two-levels of seasonal pulses at some locations, 
clarification is needed to address how satisfaction of a larger seasonal pulse relates to 
satisfaction of smaller seasonal pulse requirements. Accordingly, the Commenting 
Parties recommend the following changes:  
 
“(d)(5) If a pulse flow requirement for an annual pulse is satisfied during for a particular 
season or year, one of each of the applicable smaller pulse requirements is also 
considered to be satisfied in that season. Similarly, when there is more than one 
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applicable level of seasonal pulse requirement, if a larger seasonal pulse requirement is 
satisfied during a season one of any smaller pulse requirement is also considered to be 
satisfied in that season.” 
 
Section 298.530. Environmental Flow Conditions 
 
Rio Grande Mainstem Locations 
As discussed above, it is important to have flow standards that, if met, would be 
expected to protect a sound ecological environment. However, the standards in the 
proposed rule reflect values set at 38% of the levels recommended by the expert 
science team as being adequate to support a sound ecological environment. The 
preamble indicates that was done to reflect the average percentage of flow attributable 
to United States water. Because there is not unappropriated water available for new 
permits, these standards will not be used in a permitting context. Regardless, that issue 
can be avoided by adopting a set of strategy targets to be used only for guiding 
voluntary strategies that reflect expert science team recommendations. 
 

(a)(1) Rio Grande at Johnson Ranch near Castolon 
As discussed above, it is important to have flow standards that, if met, would be 
expected to protect a sound ecological environment. However, the standards in the 
proposed rule reflect values set at 38% of the levels recommended by the expert 
science team as being adequate to support a sound ecological environment. The 
preamble indicates that was done to reflect the average percentage of flow attributable 
to United States water. Because there are not significant competing considerations that 
would justify failing to establish a standard adequate to protect a sound ecological 
environment, either the flow standard for this location should be revised to read as 
shown in the table immediately below or a second strategies flow target table should be 
added in the rules to provide the flow targets as shown below.  
 
The proposed rule includes a 1 cfs subsistence flow for the winter season. Although the 
table in the relevant expert science team report shows a “N/A” for the winter 
subsistence flow, the discussion in Section 4.1.2.1 of that report, on page 4-15, indicates 
a consensus of the science team members that a 40 cfs subsistence flow value would be 
appropriate for the winter season at this location. As part of the basis for that 
determination, the discussion indicates that, based on actual observation, flows above 
35 cfs are needed to maintain adequate habitat connectivity. Accordingly, the 
subsistence flow value for the winter season should be 40 cfs and the flow standard 
should read as follows:. 
 

Season Hydrologic 
Condition 

Subsistence Base Annual 
Pulse (1 
per year) 

Winter Subsistence 40 cfs 339 cfs  
 Winter Dry N/A 339 cfs 
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Winter Average N/A 509 cfs  
Trigger: 
10,500 cfs 
Volume: 
273,397 af 
Duration: 
5 days 

Winter Wet N/A 788 cfs 

Spring Subsistence 40 cfs 168 cfs 

Spring Dry N/A 168 cfs 

Spring Average N/A 258 cfs 

Spring Wet N/A 469 cfs 

Fall Subsistence 40 cfs 228 cfs 

Fall Dry N/A 228 cfs 

Fall Average N/A 406 cfs 

Fall Wet N/A 643 cfs 
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(a)(2) Rio Grande at Foster Ranch near Langtry 
As discussed above, it is important to have flow standards that, if met, would be 
expected to protect a sound ecological environment. However, the standards in the 
proposed rule reflect values set at 38% of the levels recommended by the expert 
science team as being adequate to support a sound ecological environment. The 
adopted rule should reflect the expert science team recommendations. The proposed 
rules include an adjusted pulse flow based on 38% of the trigger level and volume of the 
one-per-two-season pulse. Because the 38% adjustment is not justified under these 
circumstances for a standard that will function to inform voluntary strategies, we 
recommend the use of one-per-season-pulses as recommended by the expert science 
team and the addition of the annual pulse14 as recommended by the science team.  
Because there are not significant competing considerations that would justify failing to 
establish a standard adequate to protect a sound ecological environment, either the 
flow standard for this location should be revised to read as follows or a second 
strategies flow target table should be added in the rules for this location to provide as 
follows. 
 

Season Hydrologic 
Condition 

Subsistence Base Seasonal 
Pulse (1 per  
season) 

Annual 
Pulse (1 
per year) 

Winter Subsistence 331 cfs 540 cfs N/A  
 
 
 
 
 
Trigger: 
9,394 cfs 
Volume: 
180,801 af 
Duration: 
14 days 

Winter Dry N/A 540 cfs 

Winter Average N/A 682 cfs 

Winter 
 
 

Wet N/A 883 cfs 

Spring Subsistence 301 cfs 449 cfs Trigger: 
4,344 cfs 
Volume: 
69,770 af 
Duration: 
7 days 

Spring Dry N/A 449 cfs 

Spring Average N/A 599 cfs 

Spring 
 
 

Wet N/A 823 cfs 

Fall Subsistence 290 cfs 530 cfs Trigger: 
7,541 cfs 
Volume: 
146,598 af 
Duration: 
11 days 

Fall Dry N/A 530 cfs 

Fall Average N/A 735 cfs 

Fall 
 
 

Wet N/A 975 cfs 

 

                                                        
14 The expert science team report has a typographical error in the volume of the annual pulse. We 
have used a corrected volume of 180,801 acre-feet that appears to be consistent with other pulse 
volumes in the table. 
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New Standard for Rio Grande below Rio Conchos near Presidio 

A set of flow standards should be added for Rio Grande below Rio Conchos near 
Presidio, consistent with the science team recommendations. A recommended flow 
standard, which reflects the expert science team recommendations, is set out 
immediately below. These standards should be adopted for all purposes or, at a 
minimum, for the purpose of guiding implementation of voluntary strategies. As a 
strategy target, these values would serve as a guide for voluntary efforts to affect water 
management, particularly in Mexico, which might increase flows at this location. 

Season Hydrologic 
Condition 

Subsistence Base Annual 
Pulse (1 
per year) 

Winter Subsistence 95 cfs 367 cfs  
 
 
Trigger: 
10,500 cfs 
Volume: 
273,397 af 
Duration: 
5 days 

Winter Dry N/A 367 cfs 

Winter Average N/A 590 cfs 

Winter Wet N/A 901 cfs 

Spring Subsistence 52 cfs 227 cfs 

Spring Dry N/A 227 cfs 

Spring Average N/A 348 cfs 

Spring Wet N/A 675 cfs 

Fall Subsistence 80 cfs 310 cfs 

Fall Dry N/A 310 cfs 

Fall Average N/A 537 cfs 

Fall Wet N/A 816 cfs 

 
(a)(3) Pecos River near Girvin 
It appears that the proposed rule is based on the original expert science team report 
rather than the errata sheet15 prepared by the expert science team for this location. As 
relevant here, the errata sheet changes the values for the winter seasonal pulse. 
Recognizing the role of these standards as limited to governing voluntary strategies, we 
recommend using the 1-per-2-season pulse values for the winter seasonal pulse and 
adding an annual pulse value consistent with the expert science team report, as 
modified by the errata sheet. The winter pulse, and especially the trigger level, included 
in the initial science team report, and in the proposed rules, was quite large, which may 
have influenced TCEQ’s decision not to include an annual pulse in the proposed rule. 
However, with the revised winter pulse the commenting parties are recommending, 
which is based on the expert science team report errata sheet and which has a greatly 
reduced trigger level as compared to the winter pulse in the proposed rule, there is a 
need for the inclusion of an annual pulse to reflect larger pulses that may occur less 
frequently. Because of the highly altered hydrology at this site from which the HEFR-

                                                        
15 The errata sheet can be found on the TCEQ website at 
http://www.tceq.state.tx.us/assets/public/permitting/watersupply/water_rights/eflows/urgbbest_
errata.pdf.  

http://www.tceq.state.tx.us/assets/public/permitting/watersupply/water_rights/eflows/urgbbest_errata.pdf
http://www.tceq.state.tx.us/assets/public/permitting/watersupply/water_rights/eflows/urgbbest_errata.pdf
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based recommendations were derived, there will be a pressing need for revisiting the 
flow standards for this location in order to better inform consideration of future 
strategies, which should be acknowledged in the rules. 
 

Season Hydrologic 
Condition 

Subsistence Base Seasonal 
Pulse (1 per  
season) 

Annual 
Pulse (1 
per year) 

Winter Subsistence 8.7 cfs 22 cfs Trigger: 
47 cfs 
Volume: 
1,903 af 
Duration: 
11 days 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Trigger: 
161 cfs 
Volume: 
4,511 af 
Duration: 
11 days 

Winter Dry N/A 22 cfs 

Winter Average N/A 27 cfs 

Winter 
 
 

Wet N/A 32 cfs 

Spring Subsistence 6.8 cfs 14 cfs Trigger: 
72 cfs 
Volume: 
1,199 af 
Duration: 
6 days 

Spring Dry N/A 14 cfs 

Spring Average N/A 19 cfs 

Spring 
 
 

Wet N/A 25 cfs 

Fall Subsistence 6.3 cfs 13 cfs Trigger: 
100 cfs 
Volume: 
1,419 af 
Duration: 
7 days 

Fall Dry N/A 13 cfs 

Fall Average N/A 18 cfs 

Fall 
 
 

Wet N/A 27 cfs 

 
New Proposed Standard for Pecos River near Langtry 

The expert science team included environmental flow recommendations for numerous 
locations on the Pecos River. The proposed standards include only one of those 
locations. For locations farther up the basin above Girvin, the appropriateness of 
adopting flow standards based on the science team recommendations is unclear. The 
science team recommendations are based on historical flows but those historical flows 
are characterized as not supporting a sound ecological environment. Accordingly, the 
commenting parties are not recommending the adoption of specific flow standards on 
the Pecos River upstream of Girvin at this time. Instead, the rules should simply 
acknowledge that further study is needed to develop appropriate recommendations for 
flow standards at additional locations. 
 
 However, given the greatly changed characteristics of the river between Girvin and 
Langtry, including significant springflow contributions, we do urge the adoption of 
environmental flow standards for the Pecos River near Langtry, where a sound 
ecological environment was found to exist, consistent with the recommendations of the 
expert science team. Our recommendation, which reflects key aspects of the science 
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team recommendations, is set out below. Again, we acknowledge that there is unlikely 
to be unappropriated flow available for diversion, but it would be valuable to have flow 
standards that could be used to inform voluntary strategies. We recommend that these 
environmental flow standards be adopted for this location for all purposes. 
 

Season Hydrologic 
Condition 

Subsistence Base Seasonal 
Pulse (2 per  
season) 

Seasonal 
Pulse (1 per  
season) 

Annual 
Pulse (1 
per year) 

Winter Subsistence 70 cfs 133 cfs N/A N/A  
 
 
 
 
 
Trigger: 
3,991 cfs 
Volume: 
23,372 af 
Duration: 
14 days 

Winter Dry N/A 133 cfs 

Winter Average N/A 154 cfs 

Winter 
 
 

Wet N/A 182 cfs 

Spring Subsistence 76 cfs 109cfs Trigger: 
252 cfs 
Volume: 
5,468 af 
Duration: 
4 days 

Trigger: 
569 cfs 
Volume: 
6,871 af 
Duration: 
6 days 

Spring Dry N/A 109 cfs 

Spring Average N/A 131 cfs 

Spring 
 
 

Wet N/A 158 cfs 

Fall Subsistence 76 cfs 108 cfs Trigger: 
459 cfs 
Volume: 
11,300 af 
Duration: 
5 days 

Trigger: 
1,441 cfs 
Volume: 
14,961 af 
Duration: 
9 days 

Fall Dry N/A 108 cfs 

Fall Average N/A 135 cfs 

Fall 
 
 

Wet N/A 163 cfs 

 
 

Addition of New Standards for Independence Creek near Sheffield 
Independence Creek is a key ecological stream system that merits strong recognition of 
the key role its springflow-based flow contributions play in helping to sustain a sound 
ecological environment in the lower Pecos. At a minimum, strategy flow targets for 
Independence Creek are needed. Consistent with key aspects of the expert science team 
recommendations, the commenting parties urge TCEQ to adopt an environmental flow 
standard for this location to read as follows: 
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Season Hydrologic 
Condition 

Subsistence Base Seasonal 
Pulse (1 per  
season every  
other year) 

Winter Subsistence 18 cfs 25 cfs N/A 

Winter Dry N/A 25 cfs 

Winter Average N/A 40 cfs 

Winter 
 
 

Wet N/A 40 cfs 

Spring Subsistence 18 cfs 25cfs Trigger: 
100 cfs 
Volume: 
1,637 af 
Duration: 
8 days 

Spring Dry N/A 25 cfs 

Spring Average N/A 40 cfs 

Spring 
 
 

Wet N/A 40 cfs 

Fall Subsistence 18 cfs 25 cfs Trigger: 
231 cfs 
Volume: 
1,777 af 
Duration: 
9 days 

Fall Dry N/A 25 cfs 

Fall Average N/A 40 cfs 

Fall 
 
 

Wet N/A 40 cfs 

 
 
Addition of New Standards for Rio Grande Estuary   

A flow regime is needed for the estuarine, or tidal, portion of the Rio Grande. As 
reflected in the expert science team report, such a flow regime is designed to help 
maintain reasonable salinity conditions in the tidal segment and to maintain an opening 
between the Gulf of Mexico and the Rio Grande. Maintaining an open connection 
between the Rio Grande and the Gulf is essential for allowing organisms to move 
between the estuary and the Gulf. In recent times, low flow levels caused by a 
combination of drought and high levels of diversions resulted in the mouth of the Rio 
Grande silting up for an extended period of time. Certainly the recommended flow 
regime, even if fully implemented through voluntary strategies, would not restore 
natural hydrology to this highly modified system, a point the expert science team 
acknowledged. However, it would give the ecosystem a fighting chance of maintaining 
some reasonable level of productivity.  
 
Again, the primary purpose of these flow standards will be to inform voluntary 
strategies to provide needed environmental flows. For example, it might be possible to 
relocate some treated wastewater return flows to provide additional flows for this 
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reach. We recommend that the flow standard be adopted for all purposes, but, at a 
minimum, as a target for voluntary strategies that acknowledges the importance of 
maintaining a functional estuary.  
 
The proposed standard should read as follows: 

The flow regime for the Rio Grande Tidal segment, as measured at the 
Brownsville gage and maintained down to the confluence with the Gulf of 
Mexico, consists of a subsistence flow of 60 cfs to be met at all times regardless 
of hydrological condition; a bi-monthly seasonal pulse flow, to be met once 
every 60 days, characterized by a 24-hour average flow of at least 175 cfs; and an 
annual pulse flow characterized by a 24-hour average flow of at least 880 cfs.  

 
 
 
Conclusion: 
We appreciate the opportunity to submit written comments. Your time and attention to 
environmental flow issues is much appreciated as we work to ensure healthy rivers and 
bays for Texas and future generations of Texans. Please don’t hesitate to contact us 
should you have any questions.  
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